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The problem with which this study was concerned was

that of comparing biological science in general education

among black institutions of higher learning in the United

States in 1967 and 1973.

Data pertaining to this investigation were obtained by

questionnaires, interviews, telephone calls, catalogs and

bulletins, class schedules, and course syllabi. Data were

requested from 115 black institutions of higher learning.

Responses were received from 72 of these institutions.

This study had a threefold purpose. The first was to

determine the relative emphasis upon biological science in

general education at black institutions of higher learning

in 1973. The second was to compare the findings of 1967 and

1973 regarding the emphasis afforded biological science in

general education in black institutions of higher learning

in 1967 and 1973. The third was to formulate recommendations

for changes, if needed, in the biological science programs

for general education in black institutions of higher

learning.
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Data were collected, tabulated, and put into tables.

Those tables were used to report numbers, percentages, means,

standard deviations, t or z values, and significance at

the .05 and .01 levels. Statistical differences were

reported on each hypothesis and explanations were given.

An analysis of the data used in this study as compared

to that of the study in 1967 revealed the following pertain-

ing to black institutions of higher learning: (1) there was

a significant increase in the percentage of junior colleges

offering courses in general education biology; (2) there

was a significant decrease in the percentage of four-year

institutions offering general education biology; (3) there

was a significant increase in the number of institutions

where general education biology was taught by several

teachers; and (4) there was a significant increase in the

amount of emphasis placed on social biology in general

education biology courses. The conclusions derived from the

study represented only the black institutions involved in

this study. They were: (1) black institutions of higher

learning were generally larger with respect to enrollment

and faculty in 1973 than in 1967; (2) there were few evidences

of improvement in the general education biology program at

these institutions; and (3) there was evidence of improve-

ment in the educational background of the general education

biology faculty.
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The following were recommended for future research:

(1) a comparative study of the general education biology

programs of non-black institutions of higher learning and

(2) a study of student opinion regarding the effectiveness

of the general education biology programs.

It is believed that the following recommendations

would enhance the general education biology programs at

black institutions of higher learning: (1) more emphasis

should be placed on social biology as a part of the general

education biology program; (2) there should be a shift in

emphasis from the acquisition of information to the learn-

ing of strategies and tactics of inquiry and experimenta-

tion; and (3) more provisions should be made for individual

assistance.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Colleges and universities in the United States offer

introductory courses in various academic fields for the pur-

pose of satisfying general education requirements. One or

more basic courses in biological science is frequently a

part of such a program. The objectives of general education

have changed over the years. General education today is not

the same as general education will be fifty or one hundred

years hence (20). Dressel and Lorimer stated that the ob-

jectives of general education are as follows:

1. To prepare one for a satisfying personal
life, happy family and social relationship, and
responsible citizenship in a free society.

2. To enable one to cope more effectively
with personal problems and those of the society
in which he lives (3, p. 570).

According to Ebel, the objectives of general education

are

1. To develop a personal ethical code which
is consistent with the ideals of democracy.

2. To participate actively in the affairs
of society at all levels.

3. To understand common phenomena in the
physical environment, especially the methods
of the scientists.

4. To maintain one's own health.
5. To be able to communicate effectively

(4, p. 525).
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The basic purpose of meeting the needs of the individual

as a citizen of a democratic society is of utmost importance

in general education courses. This is why general education

has been described as the most important single feature of

American higher education today (19).

There is no single ideal course content for a general

education program. The principal criterion is that the

content shall be suitable for the achievement of the objec-

tives of the course in the general education program (1).

No educational program, including content, is good or bad in

and of itself. Its worth can be considered only in terms of

how nearly it accomplishes the ends we are striving to

achieve through education.

According to Kuhn, science education which is a part of

general education might consider the following trends for an

effective program in the seventies: (1) individualized

instruction, (2) interdisciplinary programs, and (3) emphasis

on the social implications of science (11).

In numerous institutions, introductory courses in

biology are used to satisfy the science requirement in

general education. Ford believes that the introductory

course should be designed to introduce the student to life

and its concepts, especially those that are common to all

living forms (5). For the student in general education the

primary emphasis must be placed on general principles rather

than on specifics and details (22). It is essential that
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these introductory courses change from time to time in order

to meet the challenges of a general education program. The

most recent advances in science should be included (16).

Lee believes that we should utilize the most effective tech-

niques we have or can develop in dealing with content,

processes, and problems in teaching biology (14). An appre-

ciation of scientific achievement and endeavor helps the

student to live in a world-wide community. If science is to

have the intelligent support of citizens of tomorrow, it is

urgent that all citizens get some degree of understanding of

science (15). There is a need for inquiry skills and think-

ing processes valid for dealing with the biological and en-

vironmental problems that characterize contemporary living

(10). It is through biology that society has its best chance

to understand science (13). Society is faced daily with

biological problems such as population control, ecology, and

conservation.

According to Solinger the objectives of a general

biology course should be (1) to use biological material to

give students an appreciation of the nature of scientific

investigation and scientific evidence and (2) to provide an

understanding of the importance of biology in all aspects of

modern life (21).

An interest in the improvement of biological science at

the college level was aroused in the 1900's. This led to
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the organization of the Commission on Undergraduate Education

in the Biological Sciences.

Statement of the Problem

The problem of this study was a comparison of biological

science in general education among black institutions of

higher learning in the United States in 1967 and in 1973.

Purposes of the Study

The purposes of this study were (1) to determine the

relative emphasis upon biological science in general educa-

tion at black institutions of higher learning in 1973, (2) to

compare the findings regarding the emphasis afforded biologi-

cal science in general education in black institutions of

higher learning in 1967 and 1973, and (3) to formulate

recommendations for changes, if needed, upon and within the

biological science programs for general education in black

institutions of higher learning.

Hypotheses

To carry out the purposes of this study, the following

hypotheses were formulated:

I. In 1973, black institutions of higher learning will

report the following pertaining to enrollment and adminis-

trative organization between 1967 and 1973:

A. There will have been a significant decrease

in the percentage of institutions with enrollment

in specific categories.
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B. There will have been a significant increase

in the number of teachers employed specifically to

teach the general education biology course, and in

the number of teachers involved in teaching the

course.

C. There will have been a significant decrease

in the average class size.

D. There will have been a significant decrease

in teachers' loads.

E. There will have been a significant increase

in the percentage of institutions offering biology

courses in general education.

F. There will be significantly more courses

per institution offered in general education

biological science.

II. In 1973, a significantly larger percentage of the

teachers at black institutions of higher learning will

report

A. That methods of presentation of subject

matter will include more written and/or oral

reports and special problems than in 1967,

B. That laboratory work will be stressed

more as an integral part of the course than in

1967,

C. That separate credit will be given for

laboratory work,
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D. That more varied instructional materials

will be used than in 1967,

E. That more field trips will be used than

in 1967.

III. In 1973, a significantly larger percentage of the

teachers will report the following:

A. Teachers of biological science will have

more fields of specialization in biology than in

1967.

B. More teachers of biological science will

have advanced degrees in biological science than

in 1967.

C. More teachers will be involved in the

teaching of general education courses in 1973

than in 1967.

D. There will be more provisions for

individualized assistance to students than in

1967.

E. Topics given major emphasis will be

different from those in 1967.

IV. In 1973, a significantly larger percentage of the

teachers than in 1967 will report that more

A. Emphasis will be placed on cell biology,

B. Emphasis will be placed on field biology,

C. Emphasis will be placed on social biology.
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Background and Significance of the Study

The challenge to biological sciences is not that of

justifying its being in general education; the challenge is

to develop more effective ways of providing that part of

general education (13).

It is important that biological science education pro-

grams consider the needs of a changing society. More pro-

vision for individual attention is essential for today's

challenge. The opportunity for growth and development of

self-direction and skills must be provided. Interdisciplinary

instruction is also essential in meeting the needs of a

changing society.

Biological science in general education was founded

upon the basic assumption that citizens needed to know more

about biology in its relationship to science as a whole (22).

This might lead to a way of developing a curriculum which

will reflect the needs and interests of students. There

must be increased emphasis on the social implications of

science. Man must have a knowledge of science to understand

the scientific problems facing him. The biological science

course in general education should attempt to develop atti-

tudes and opinions regarding man as a rational animal and

the environment of which he is a part (2).

Colyer, in 1960, reported that the lecture method of

teaching college biology was predominant (2). His study

revealed a need for
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1. Revisions of courses based on current

trends;
2. Less emphasis on factual materials;

3. Need for a variety of evaluative pro-

cedures and devices;
4. First hand experiences by students;

5. More individual instruction;

6. Use of student opinionnaire in course

evaluation, and evaluation of faculty philosophy

(2, p. 52).

Numerous studies have been made pertaining to general

education (10). General education has always been one of

the concerns of institutions of higher learning. There are

two research studies regarding experiences at black institu-

tions of higher learning with problems of science and biology

in general education.

An unpublished dissertation by Goins in 1950 points up

weaknesses in the general education science course in pre-

dominantly black institutions of higher learning. His study

also indicated that certain favorable trends were apparently

due to the reorganization or redesignation of these courses

(6). Since Goins' study three significant events have had

an impact on the overall biological science program of black

institutions of higher learning. They were (1) racial

integration at all levels of the institutions, (2) the

availability of federal funds for the teaching of science,

and (3) the Biological Sciences Curriculum Study (BSCS) (14).

The effects have been revealed by changes in the general

course offerings and content.
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Hamlett, in 1967, did a follow-up study of biological

science course offerings in general education. 
He requested

data from seventy-seven black institutions of higher 
learn-

ing. Responses were received from forty-eight of 
these

institutions. The results of this study were to serve as

guidelines for improvements at the black institutions of

higher learning studied. His study found that general edu-

cation science courses were much more prevalent than in

previous periods. It was found that 41 percent of the

schools made use of field experiences. It was found that

most of the biological science courses were taught by the

traditional lecture-laboratory method (8).

It was planned that the present study would reveal in-

formation that indicates the extent to which the recommenda-

tions of previous studies had been implemented. The changes

in emphasis in society since the most recent study, 1967,

have demanded revisions and changes in objectives. Trends

in biology found by this study should assist black institu-

tions of higher learning in taking a more thorough look at

their general education programs with respect to organization

and direction.

Hutto stated that

Many freshman biology courses do not help the

student get insight into the role of biology

and the biologist in our society. The student

leaves the course without an understanding of

the important concepts and principles of biology

and without an aesthetic appreciation of living

things (11, p. 24).
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Definition of Terms

For the purpose of this study, the following definitions

were formulated:

Biological science for general education--a biology

course or courses offered at the undergraduate level,

especially for non-science majors.

Black institution of higher learning--a college or

university where the majority of the faculty, staff, and

student body are black.

Field biology--a branch of biology involving a study of

the interrelationships of organisms to their environment.

General education--attitudes, skills, and knowledge

that are presumably needed by all college students for

effective living in a democratic society.

Junior/community college--a post-high-school education

institution offering a two-year program either of a terminal

nature or as preparation for further education in a college

or university.

Liberal arts college--an institution of higher educa-

tion that maintains a four-year curriculum leading to the

bachelor's degree, with a central program of liberal arts

and, in many cases, with one or two closely associated pro-

fessional schools.

Private college--a college not supported by the state.

Public college--a college maintained by a state.
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Social biology--a branch of biology involving the study

of the relationship of biology to man and his society.

Basic Assumptions

It was assumed in this study that (1) general education

is an important part of the institution's program, (2) there

is a common body of knowledge, skills, and attitudes 
that

all people should possess for effective living, (3) biologi-

cal science courses are worthy components of general 
educa-

tion, (4) the teaching of the principles of biological

science is desirable, and (5) each institution has unique

needs for science experiences in general education.

Description of the Instrument

A self-report questionnaire was constructed to gather

information about each black institution of higher learning.

This questionnaire represented a modification of that used

by Hamlett in his study in 1967 (8). These modifications

were indicated by asterisks on the questionnaire in Appendix

A. The single asterisk indicated additions and the double

asterisks indicated rewording. The items omitted were

placed on a separate sheet in Appendix A. The size of the

questionnaire was reduced. It was developed with four major

sections: (1) Enrollment and Administration, (2) Instruc-

tional Policies and Procedures, (3) Instructional Personnel,

Qualifications, and Opinions, and (4) Course Content. The

questionnaire was sent to the chairman of the Biological
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Science Department of each black institution 
of higher learn-

ing used in the study with a letter of explanation (see

Appendix B).

Questions added to the Hamlett instrument 
were submitted

to the faculty members of the Biology Department of Grambling

State University. Each faculty member was asked to indicate

whether an item was appropriate or inappropriate or 
whether

he was unable to decide. For an item to be retained, eight

of the fourteen members of the biology faculty had to 
indi-

cate that it was appropriate.

The information obtained was analyzed to determine the

similarities and differences in biological science in 1967

and 1973.
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

The literature related to the study of biological

science in general education is comprehensive in predominantly

white institutions of higher learning. Literature related

to the study of biological science in general education 
in

predominantly black institutions of higher learning is

sparse.

Survey Studies

It was reported by Havighurst that a study made in 1926

indicated that only five out of 300 colleges offered a survey

science course. In 1934, a similar survey showed that 150

out of 1400 institutions of higher learning offered courses

in general science (22).

Winokur (53) surveyed ninety-eight colleges which

offered general science courses. He was interested in course

objectives and methods. His findings revealed the most fre-

quent objectives of general science were (1) to provide a

general knowledge of subject matter, (2) to acquaint stu-

dents with the generalizations of science, and (3) to help

students understand their environment. There was no uni-

formity as to when the courses were offered and their

15
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duration. Most of the institutions involved in the study

offered courses which did not include laboratory work. 
Their

courses consisted mostly of lectures and discussions. Some

of the institutions required these courses and others made

them electives.

In 1938, Reynold (42) conducted a study to determine the

development and status of general science in state teachers'

colleges. He included sixty-four colleges in his study. He

found that these teachers' colleges offered and required

survey science courses. These courses were offered during

the first two years of college. The teaching method used was

lecture-demonstration. A single text was not required.

Hard and Jean (2), in 1938, studied 1,089 institutions

of higher learning and found that 29 percent of them re-

quired science survey courses for freshmen and sophomores.

A report was published by McGrath (32) in 1948 pertaining

to the general education programs in twenty-two prominent

colleges. It gave descriptions of general education courses

in physical and biological sciences.

Haun (21), in 1950, did a follow-up study of McGrath's

work involving a larger number of institutions of higher

learning. His study revealed changes that had been made in

the original programs since McGrath's study.

The Research Committee on Junior College Science studied

general education science teaching at the junior college

level. This work was reported by Van DeVenter (49), and was
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later extended to include a study of four-year colleges.

Special mention was made of black institutions of higher

learning in this study.

About 20 percent of the black institutions of higher

learning offered a general science survey course. Mention

was made of the effect of culture on science education in

black institutions of higher learning.

The committee found the following: (1) many of the

institutions had committees studying the problem of setting

up new types of science courses, (2) most of the schools were

using the lecture-laboratory approach of teaching, (3) less

than half of the schools were trying to relate their courses

to present living situations, and (4) the survey courses

were very popular.

A survey of 750 institutions of higher learning was

made by Bullington (7). He found that 59 percent of the

schools offered some type of general education science

course. Eighty-one percent of the teachers' colleges

offered general education science courses. Forty-one per-

cent of the schools offered one or more courses in biology.

Shawner (45) made a survey of general education in

various institutions. He found that 420 schools thought

that there should be a course in biological science in the

general education program. It was reported by 720 institu-

tions of higher learning that biological science courses in

general education were selective rather than comprehensive

in character.
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A questionnaire was sent to the biology 
department of

350 junior colleges in the United States 
and its possessions

by Pollock (40). Sixty-six percent of the schools responded.

It was found that biology courses were offered in the major-

ity of the responding schools. Courses in biology were

found more frequently in the curriculum of 96 percent of the

public-supported junior colleges and in 90 
percent of the

privately-supported junior colleges.

A study of 152 midwestern colleges and universities by

Andrews and Bruekelman (1) revealed that 34 percent of these

institutions required a course in general education biology.

A course in general education biology was required by 58

teachers' colleges included in the study. All of the 152

institutions had a general education science requirement,

but those requiring biology were in the minority. The

required biology courses in the liberal arts institutions

carried six or more semester credit hours and five or six

semester credit hours in the teachers' colleges. These

courses were usually taken by freshmen or sophomores in two

semesters or three quarters. Biology majors and non-majors

took the same general biology courses in the liberal arts

institutions. The majors and non-majors were usually

assigned to the same laboratory and lecture sections. 
About

one half of the teachers' colleges had separate courses for

biology majors and non-majors. Botany was emphasized less

than zoology, especially in the teachers' colleges. The
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teaching of principles or concepts of biology 
was emphasized

in most of the institutions.

A survey of fifty colleges by Solinger (46) was made to

determine their science requirements. Forty-five of the

fifty colleges reported that at least 
one course in science

was required. Twenty-five of these colleges offered a

general education biology course. Most of the courses used

the conventional lecture and laboratory approach. One

teacher was usually given full responsibility for 
the teach-

ing of the course.

According to Creager and Ehrle (11), replies to ques-

tionnaires from 1,225 biologists in junior colleges indicated

that over 70 percent of the respondents were teaching a

general biology course. The average number of students per

lecture section was 47.

Fraser investigated science survey courses in accredited

black institutions of higher learning in 1935. The purpose

of his study was to identify and describe the science survey

courses in the curricula of these institutions. He found

that thirty-eight four-year colleges offered science survey

courses (14). Since 1925 there has been a rapid increase

in science survey courses in these institutions (22).

Woodson made a study of the chemistry curricula in

black institutions of higher learning. The purpose of his

study was to describe the status of undergraduate chemistry

in thirty-eight of these institutions. His information was
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obtained from the study of catalogs and 
bulletins published

by these institutions. He studied the content, quality,

type of course, and the faculty in terms of academic prepara-

tion, number, and sex (56).

Content Studies

The teaching of biological principles or concepts 
has

been considered a major objective of general 
education

biology (23, 28, 30, 44). Geisbert (15) believes that a

set of objectives for a course in biology is a necessity.

Objectives give direction, goals, and a way of evaluating

the student's performance. It is necessary to have well

defined objectives when planning a course in general biology.

Lewis (30) believes that a course in general biology can 
be

taught today more simply and logically than it is being

taught if the objectives are well defined and meaningful.

He believes that the content should embrace the frameworks

of laws and theories.

The traditional content of general education biology

has been replaced by concepts judged to have application

beyond the subject matter of biology. Biology should be

presented as a system of relevant ideas not as 
a collection

of facts (27). According to Nanney (34), biology had made

dramatic and fundamental changes in emphasis. The general

education course in biology too long has been feebly justi-

fied as a recruiting ground for professionals. The students

taking such a course were considered the "unwashed masses"
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and their instructor was selected 
for his inexperience.

Grobman (18) thinks that biological education of the future

will place increased emphasis on inquiry and 
discovery. Many

studies have been made pertaining to the content 
of survey

courses in biological science.

The content of the survey courses in biological 
science

has been studied extensively. Mader (33) believes that

content should be considered in terms 
of actual material

covered and the true purpose of content. 
It is essential

that students see how concepts are related. It is possible

to teach a course that is varied in content and at the same

time is cohesive and has relevance for the student. 
Klimas

(29) believes that biology units in general 
science education

courses neglect field biology, ecology, and conservation.

According to Baker (3), the basic biological science course

should be an interdisciplinary course designed 
to involve

students in the importance of their role as participants in

the living world. Most teachers not only wish students to

have a knowledge of biology but also would like 
for them to

apply this knowledge in their everyday 
lives (33).

Peters (39) believes that the general biology course

should give the student as complete a sampling as 
possible

of the entire field of biology. The student should be

allowed to experience independence both in his 
approach and

thought.
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Methods of Instruction

The Forty-Sixth Yearbook of the National Society for

the Study of Education suggested that 
teaching should be

organized in terms of problem solving. 
There should be a

continuous program of science study closely 
related to life

experience (36). How to make laboratory experiences meaning-

ful has been a problem. It is an additional means of reach-

ing and holding the interest of students. 
Entriken believed

that laboratory work depended upon the type 
of course

offered (13). Van DeVenter (49) suggested that demonstra-

tions should be used for laboratory work. The method of

teaching biology will move more in the direction 
of the

socially significant, the functional, the sharply realistic

way of doing things. Audio-visual aids will become a

valuable part of the teaching process. The democratic give-

and-take discussion will become the dominant 
feature of

teaching. Group dynamics will supersede the traditional

lecturer-listener relationship (31).

There is no superior method of teaching biology, but

various methods seem to be of value. Brown found that

presentation of various biological concepts 
and their inter-

pretations were taught satisfactorily in non-laboratory

courses as well as in laboratory courses (6). According to

Barnard, the lecture-demonstration method is good when the

aim is the acquisition of specific information. The

problem-solving method is superior with respect 
to critical

thinking and the formation of attitudes (5).
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According to Balzer (4), a tremendous amount of emphasis

has been placed on inquiry as an outcome of instruction in

biology. He believes that biology courses should 
be more

investigative. Many classroom techniques and laboratory

experiments have been devised to promote 
inquiry learning.

According to Baker (2), there has been an increase in

the number of biology courses for non-majors. 
In institu-

tions that offer the same course for majors and non-majors,

the content and approach are being modified 
to accommodate

the needs of the non-majors as well as the majors. Many

biologists feel that a first-year course in biology should

not distinguish between majors and non-majors (23).

Laboratory work should be seen as a means of 
relating science

concepts and inquiry processes through observation and 
ex-

perimentation (48). There are two problems in introductory

biology laboratories, attitude of students and lack of money.

The advent of flexible scheduling and a volume of 
new

educational aids have increased the feasibility of using

individualized instruction in biology classes. The position-

programmed laboratory allows the student to 
move through a

sequence of stations, reading and following directions that

are provided.

According to Mader (33), laboratory experience is a

very important part of the junior college 
biology course.

The laboratory is an additional means of reaching and hold-

ing the interest of the students. Wintrop and Bullington (54)
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indicated that most students prefer to work 
in small groups

under one teacher. They feel that they receive more individ-

ualized instruction in smaller groups. 
Within the small

group situation, students not only experience more mobility,

but participate more actively.

Cox asserts that a few biologists have 
addressed them-

selves to the basic question of what constitutes 
a valid

laboratory experience. Also, they have not decided what is

the optimal laboratory experience for a given 
course (10).

Traditionally, freshman biology has been a lecture-

laboratory course. Laboratory has been brought into the

class to break the lecture-laboratory disparity and to 
help

clarify certain concepts (19). The use of lecturing only

as a means of transmitting information is outdated and in-

efficient. It tends to deprive the student of the responsi-

bility of using his own mental ability to weigh, compare,

and decide what is important to learn. Lecturing tends to

depersonalize the educational process (9).

The National Science Teachers Association Curriculum

Committee (35) believes that laboratory and field work are

central to the teaching of science. Wayne (51) defines a

field trip as a visit to any place outside the formal 
class-

room. Any field trip is a wise investment and will pay

long-range dividends. The misconception of a field trip has

been a liability to general biology. The laboratory is a

place to explore ideas, test theories, and raise questions.
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Paul and Sund (38) stated that instruction in biology

may be individualized along two general 
patterns: (1) the

continuous progress plan or (2) the individualized unit

approach. The continuous plan allows a student to progress

through course work at his own rate. The individualized

unit plan also encourages a student to go through the text

and laboratory material at his own rate. 
After he completes

the required material he does not go to the next unit, but

does supplemental activities or other enrichment.

Johnson (25) stated that individualization involved the

establishment of learning situations which are 
right for

each student. Surveys of professional literature suggest

that the individualization of instruction is 
the most wide-

spread of current innovations (25).

The audio-tutorial system was begun in 1961 by

Postlethwait (41) to assist Purdue University students who

had a prior background in introductory botany. The audio-

tutorial system permits great flexibility and adaptation

to individual needs. The audio-tutorial system provides the

opportunity to bring into close proximity related 
learning

activities so that they complement and enhance each other.

Hurd (24) believes that the greatest domain for biology

in general education is its application to the condition of

man. The task of the teacher is to help students convert

biological information for personal use and social ends.

It is believed by Chiscon (8) that biology programs must
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deal with bio-social problems. Students in the various

institutions of higher learning will be 
the ones to mold the

cultural climate of the coming generations. 
Southin's (47)

interest in social biology led him to establish 
a basic

general education biology course 
entitled "Biology and Social

Change." He believes that such a course offers 
a greater

challenge for learning than the traditional 
course.

Palmer (37) asserts that it is difficult to ignore the

impact of natural science on our society.

Weaver (52) concluded that the subject matter of science

education should be offered in science, one for science

majors and one for non-science majors. Weaver is a strong

believer in cultural factors and the social 
implications of

science.

Von Blum (50) believes that biology, more than any

other science, is in a unique position to bridge an important

educational gap. That is the gap between biology and society.

Aggression, population explosion, and evolution are biologi-

cally based but have important implications 
for other fields

of knowledge and cannot be fully understood in a biologic

context alone. There should be viewing of the fundamental

themes of organic life and its social and philosophic frame-

work. He believes that a course such as "Biology and

Society" would reveal the relationships between biology 
and

society.
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Biology should help to perpetuate a science-literate

society. It should help the individual student 
see himself

and his changing role in a dynamic society 
(26).

Gratz (17) asserts that a primary concern of science

has always been the relationship of man 
to his environment.

There should be an attempt to examine the interrelationship

between concepts and contents of different science 
discipline

with respect to man.

Crovello (12) believes that the selective use of 
com-

puters in biological teaching can enhance teaching 
quality,

both in terms of the amount a student learns 
and in the

insight and experience of problem solving 
that one gains.

Computers not only permit one to teach 
subject matter that

is already taught but can help to teach it better. 
Computers

can permit one to teach easily what may 
now be difficult to

teach. They can be used to review course material as often

as desired by the student. They can decrease the boring

tasks associated with even simple subjects.

Regardless of the situation, teachers should develop

modes of teaching and learning which will make their 
school

involvements increasingly interesting and worthwhile.

Evaluative Studies

Goins (16) made a comprehensive evaluative study of

science courses offered for general education in 108 
black

colleges. He found that there was lack of a well formulated

philosophy of general education; the quality of the course
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offering was inadequate; and the colleges were becoming aware

of their shortcomings. It was believed that these short-

comings were largely due to (1) lack of financial aid,

(2) lack of facilities, (3) ill-defined philosophy, and

(4) limited vocational opportunities 
in science and scien-

tific research. The limited vocational opportunities 
in

science and scientific research have been 
largely due to the

lack of necessary academic preparation 
and technical skills.

Van DeVenter (49) believes that there is a need for

tests and other methods of evaluation in general biology.

Woodburn (55) modified the objective test so that 
it would

be useful in testing the ability to apply principles,

recognize relationships, and to translate observations into

generalizations that can be evaluated.

Schmidt, James, and Conley (43) made an evaluative

study in a general education biology 
course to determine the

success of the inclusion of social issues. The survey

showed that 97 percent of the students thought 
that the in-

clusion of social issues was great, and more than 50 percent

of the students wanted more of the social issue 
lessons.

In summary, the findings of the studies have given

tremendous insight into what has been done with survey

courses in science, including biology, at institutions of

higher learning. The mentioned findings should inspire

researchers to continue to make survey, content, and evalu-

ative studies of biological science in general education 
at

black institutions of higher learning.
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CHAPTER III

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA

The purposes of this study were (1) to determine the

relative emphasis of biological science in general education

at black institutions of higher learning in 1973, (2) to

compare the findings for 1967 and 1973, and (3) to formulate

recommendations for changes, if needed, in the biological

science programs for general education at black institutions

of higher learning. Data were requested from 115 black

institutions of higher learning. Responses in the form of

completed questionnaires were received from 72 of these

institutions. The sources of data used for this study were

questionnaires, personal interviews, college catalogs and

bulletins, college texts, course syllabi, course outlines,

class schedules for the academic year 1973-1974, and science

literature.

Procedure for Collection of Data

Prior to mailing the questionnaires to 115 black insti-

tutions, the first draft of the questionnaire was mailed to

five black institutions within driving distance of Grambling

State University. A personal visit was made to three insti-

tutions to check the validity of the responses in the

questionnaire. Information obtained from a minimum of three

34
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of the five institutions was utilized 
for the purpose of

clarification and revision. The resulting questionnaire was

then mailed to the chairman of the Department of Biological

Science of each black institution of higher 
learning in the

United States. A cover letter (see Appendix B) was sent

along with each questionnaire. If no reply was received

within two weeks, a postcard reminder was sent. Then, if

the completed questionnaire was not returned, 
an additional

questionnaire was sent. If there was no reply within ten

days to the second questionnaire, and if a return of 60 per-

cent of the questionnaires had not been received, a telephone

call or visit was made to enough institutions to 
reach the

desired quota.

College catalogs and bulletins were used to determine

the courses listed and their descriptions. The information

obtained was used to compare catalog descriptions with 
that

of each respondent about the general education biological

science courses.

Class schedules indicated what courses were taught and

when they were taught. This was another method of verifica-

tion of general education biology courses at the particular

institutions of interest.

Procedures for Analysis of Data

Data for any item in the questionnaire which was in-

complete were omitted in the analysis process. 
Data were

tabulated and put into tables.
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Hypothesis I was tested by use of the t-test 
for inde-

pendent samples. Sample means were obtained based 
on the

number of cases involved. The data for the samples were

combined to obtain the best unbiased estimate of the popula-

tion variance. The unbiased variance estimate was used to

obtain an estimate of the standard error of 
the difference

between the means. Finally, the t ratio was obtained.

Levels of significance used were .05 and .01.

Hypotheses II, III, and IV were tested by the use of

z ratio for independent proportions. 
The procedure used

was analogous to that used in the t test for the difference

between means for independent samples.

The kinds of institutions responding varied in type

such as public and private universities, four-year colleges,

and junior colleges. The size varied from small to large.

Some of the institutions were accredited by the National

Council for the Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE).

The number, type, accreditation, and percent of insti-

tutions are given in Table I.

An examination of Table I will show that the majority

of the responding institutions were state-supported four-

year colleges. The majority of the responding institutions

were accredited by regional accreditation agencies and

nearly half were members of the National Council for the

Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE).
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TABLE I

NUMBER, TYPE, ACCREDITATION, AND PERCENT OF INSTITUTIONS
RESPONDING

Type of Institution and Accreditation Number Percent

State 40 55.56

Private 32 44.44

Junior 13 18.06

Four-year 49 68.05

University 10 13.89

Regional 71 98.61

NCATE 30 41.67

The size of the institutions studied ranged from under

600 to over 5000 students. These institutions were grouped

according to size and type of institution. The number and

percentage of each type of institution in each size is given

in Table II.

The state-supported institutions had a larger enroll-

ment than the private institutions. Each of the universities

had an enrollment in excess of 1000. The majority were four-

year institutions with an enrollment of 1001 to 5000. Eight

institutions had an enrollment of 5000 or more and were

state supported. There was only one state-supported school

with an enrollment of 1000 or less, but there were twenty

private institutions that had an enrollment of 1000 or less.
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TABLE II

NUMBER AND PERCENT OF EACH TYPE OF INSTITUTION BY
SIZE CATEGORY

Under 600 601-1000 1001-5000 5000-up

Type of Institution No. % No. % No. % No. %

State 1 1.39 31 43.06 8 11.11

Private 8 11.11 12 16.67 12 16.67

Junior College 2 2.78 1 1.39 5 6.94 5 6.94

Four-Year College 6 8.33 12 16.67 31 43.06

University 7 9.72 3 4.17

Information in Table III reveals the status of biologi-

cal science courses in general education at the responding

institutions.

TABLE III

STATUS OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE IN GENERAL EDUCATION

Yes Percent No Percent

Acceptable 71 98.61 1 1.39

Required 59 81.94 13 18.06

Only one institution indicated that a course in biologi-

cal science was not acceptable in general education. Most

of the institutions indicated biological science courses

were a part of their general biology program.

The names of the general education biological science

courses are given in Table IV. The number of institutions
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TABLE IV

TITLE OF REQUIRED AND ELECTIVE GENERAL EDUCATION BIOLOGICAL
SCIENCE COURSES

Required Elective

Title Number Percent Number Percent

General Biology 24 33.33 1 1.39

Biological Science 15 20.83

Biology 12 16.67

Life Science 5 6.94

Natural Science 4 5.55

General Zoology 3 4.17

General Botany 3 4.17

Survey of Biological Science 2 2.78

Microbiology 1 1.39

Integrated Basic Science 1 1.39

Fundamentals of Biology 1 1.39

Theories and Applications of
Biological Sciences 1 1.39 1 1.39

with a course or courses bearing the same name is given.

There were thirteen different course titles used. These

courses are listed in the table in descending order based on

the number of institutions with such entitled course or

courses. Also in Table IV are the responses of the respond-

ing institutions as to whether the course(s) are required or

elective.

Seventy-one percent of the required general education

biological science courses were entitled "General Biology,"

"Biological Science," or "Biology." Titles such as "Life
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Science," "Natural Science," "General Zoology," and "General

Botany" were infrequent. Although these courses had thirteen

different titles, the majority of them were listed under the

first three titles.

Most of the biological science courses were offered by

the Department of Biology. Information relative to the

departments that were responsible for the biological science

course offering in general education is found in Table V.

The number and percentage of the responding institutions are

given.

TABLE V

NAME OF THE DEPARTMENT OFFERING THE
BIOLOGY COURSE

GENERAL EDUCATION

Department Number Percent

Biology 44 61.11

Biological Science 5 6.94

Natural Science and Mathematics 5 6.94

Physical and Life Sciences 4 5.55

Natural Science 4 5.55

Mathematics and Science 3 4.17

Life Science 2 2.78

Science Education 1 1.39

General Botany 1 1.39

Science 1 1.39

General Zoology 1 1.39

None 1 1.39
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An examination of Table V will show that 61 percent of

the biological science courses were offered by the Department

of Biology. This represented the majority, followed by

Biological Sciences, Natural Science and Mathematics,

Physical and Life Sciences, and Natural Science.

The number and percentage of institutions with the

type of course offered and its duration are given in Table

VI.

TABLE VI

DURATION AND TYPE OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE COURSES

Duration Survey Percent Other Percent

One quarter 1 1.52 1 16.67

Two quarters 3 4.54

Three quarters 1 1.52

One semester 33 50.00 2 33.33

Two semesters 28 42.42 3 50.00

Total 66 100.00 6 100.00

Ninety-two percent of the courses were of the "survey

type" and the majority of them were of semester duration.

Various course durations were represented, with the shortest

duration being one quarter. The two-semester course was

more frequently found in the larger public institutions.

The mean and standard deviation for lecture, discussion,

and laboratory classes can be found in Table VII.
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TABLE VII

MEAN SIZE AND STANDARD DEVIATION FOR TYPE OF CLASS

Number Reporting Mean Standard Deviation

Lecture 69 53.36 40.17

Discussion or quiz 26 31.10 20.69

Laboratory 51 26.56 14.53

The average size of the lecture class was 53, with the

variation from 10 to 200. Twenty-six of the institutions

had discussion or quiz groups varying in size from 5 to 196.

The number of students in the laboratory classes varied from

8 to 64. Fifty-one schools required laboratory work or

lecture/demonstration in their biological science courses.

The average number of students in each of the laboratory

classes was 27. Twenty-six institutions used laboratory

teams. The number of students composing such teams varied

from 2 to 32.

The data in Table VIII pertain to how long the course

has been in existence, how it is taught, the amount of

credit given for the course, and the number of instructors

involved in the teaching of the course.

The institutions were about equally divided with

respect to the length of time their course has been in

existence. Two thirds of the institutions have had biologi-

cal science courses in general education for at least five

years or longer.
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TABLE VIII

DEMOGRAPHIC DATA FOR GENERAL EDUCATION BIOLOGY

Number of
Institutions Percent

Course existence

Less than 5 years 24 33.80
Between 5 and 10 years 24 33.80
More than 10 years 23 32.39

Course taught

Separated into units 27 38.03
As an integrated course 44 61.97

Course credit

Minimum science requirement for non-
science majors 27 36.49

Elective for nonscience majors 5 6.76
Elective for any student 16 21.62
Requirement for graduation for non-

science majors 26 35.14

Number of instructors

One instructor 12 16.67
Several instructors 54 75.00
Team teaching 6 8.33

Sixty-two percent of the institutions reported that the

courses were taught as integrated courses. The integrated

approach was the most popular approach in 1973.

Thirty-five percent of the institutions reported that

the biological science course was a requirement for gradua-

tion for nonscience majors. The course was also considered

as a minimum science requirement for nonscience majors by

36 percent of the institutions. Few institutions gave

credit to science majors for general education biology.
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The taking of such a course was usually done without credit

toward meeting the major field requirement. The course was

designed to meet the science requirement in general educa-

tion. The course was an elective for any student in 22 per-

cent of the institutions and an elective for nonscience

majors in 7 percent of the responding institutions.

The biological science course for general education was

typically taught by several teachers. This was due to the

number of sections and the number of students enrolled.

Several of the institutions indicated that the course was

taught by one instructor; team teaching was reported in

only 8 percent of the institutions.

Some institutions reported that science majors and

nonscience majors took the same general course or courses

taught for majors and non-majors and that it had the same

title but different content. This was indicated by course

outlines, catalogs, class schedules, letters, and syllabi.

Teaching loads are given in Table IX in terms of means

and standard deviation.

In the larger institutions where usually more than one

teacher was used in teaching the lecture and laboratory

sections, the teaching loads were larger than in the smaller

institutions where usually only one teacher was responsible

for both lecture and laboratory sections.

The instructional procedures and policies for general

education biology of the responding institutions are given
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TABLE IX

THE MEAN AND THE STANDARD DEVIATION FOR TEACHING LOAD

Number of
Institutions Standard
Reporting Mean Deviation

Number of sections taught by one
teacher 52 2.47 2.33

Class lecture hours taught per
week by one teacher 55 2.98 1.28

Laboratory hours taught per
week by one teacher 50 3.08 2.80

Total credit hours for each
course for one teacher 47 4.19 1.75

Other class hours taught by one
teacher 43 5.92 4.20

Class lecture hours taught per
week when more than one
teacher was used 44 7.22 2.99

Laboratory hours taught per week
when more than one teacher
was used 43 5.53 2.98

in Table X. It would seem significant to note that usually

one textbook and several references were the major sources

of teaching material for the majority of the respondents.

The general survey procedure was the main approach to

the teaching of general education biology. The reason given

for using this approach was "instructor's preference."

The majority of the respondents had regularly scheduled

laboratory sections. Most of the laboratory work was done

on an individual basis.
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TABLE X

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURES AND POLICIES AS INDICATED BY THE
NUMBER AND PERCENT OF THE RESPONDING INSTITUTIONS

Number Percent

1. Basis for the selection of subject matter

a. Textbook 35 32.41
b. Instructor's opinion 45 41.67
c. Student needs 27 25.00
d. Other 1 00.93

2. Source of teaching material

a. One text 11 15.49
b. One text and references 55 77.46
c. No designated text but reference

materials 5 7.04

3. Method of approach

a. General survey 58 85.29
b. Other 10 14.71

4. Reasons for adoption of method of
approach

a. Administrative recommendation 8 10.96
b. Instructor's preference 53 72.60
c. Other 12 16.44

5. Laboratory work

a. Not required 6 5.56
b. Regular work schedule 53 49.07
c. Provided as needed 10 9.26
d. On individual basis 21 .19.44
e. In pairs 12 11.11
f. As demonstrations 6 5.56

6. Written or oral reports

a. Historical approach 3 4.35
b. Current periodicals or science in the

news 18 26.09
c. Either or both historical and current

approach 42 60.86
d. Other 6 8.70
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Written or oral reports were given by students on both

historical and/or current topics in most of the responding

institutions.

The information in Table XI presents the responses made

with reference to types, usage, and availability of audio-

visual materials.

TABLE XI

DATA PERTAINING TO THE USE OF AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIALS

Number of
Institutions
Reporting Percent

1. Type of audiovisual material used

a. Sound motion pictures 42 58.33
b. Silent motion pictures 6 8.33
c. Film strips 43 59.72
d. Slides 28 38.88
e. Opaque projector 2 2.78
f. Radio and television 8 11.12
g. Other 24 33.36

2. Reason for not using audiovisual
materials

a. Lack of funds 14 19.44
b. Lack of time and facilities 1 1.38
c. Materials not readily available 3 4.17
d. Available material is of little

value 1 1.38
e. Other 3 4.17

3. Use of available materials from
industry

a. Never or rarely used 9 12.50
b. Used regularly when available 25 34.72
c. Regarded as of little value 7 9.72
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Sound motion pictures, filmstrips, and slides were used

more than any other type of audio-visual material. Little

use was made of silent pictures, opaque projectors, radio,

and television. A few institutions used closed circuit

television. Audio-visual materials were used to aid in the

teaching of general education biology. These materials were

used during the lecture, laboratory or discussion period at

various institutions of higher learning.

The main reason for limited or lack of use of audio-

visual materials was the lack of funds needed to secure

these aids. Thirty-five percent of the respondents made

regular use of available audio-visual materials from indus-

try.

Field trips and individual or group projects were sig-

nificant aspects of instruction. The number and percentage

of the respondents using field trips and individual or

group projects are given in Table XII.

It was reported that field trips were frequently used

by the majority of the respondents. Group involvement and

performance were popular aspects of field study.

Individual or group projects were optional at the

majority of the responding institutions. The number of

institutions that did not require projects and those that

did require projects was the same. These projects involved

library research, laboratory experiments, and individual or

group research projects that were scientific in nature.
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TABLE XII

THE NUMBER AND PERCENT OF INSTITUTIONS USING FIELD TRIPS
AND PROJECTS

Number Percent

1. Field trips

a. Never or rarely used 16 27.12
b. Frequently used 43 72.88

2. Individual or group projects

a. Never 6 9.84
b. Optional 49 80.32
c. Required 6 9.84

Guidance was provided by the instructor for those involved

with laboratory projects.

Objectives of major importance, as indicated by the

respondents, are given in Table XIII. The number indicates

the number of institutions that considered the objective to

be of major importance.

The information in Table XIII reveals that the major

objectives of general education biology, based on the number

of institutions responding to each, were to understand laws,

theories, and principles; to make accurate observations; to

understand cause and effect; to appreciate scientific

contributions. The minor objectives, as indicated by data

in Table XIII were to distinguish between fact and theory,

to form workable hypotheses, to understand scientific pro-

cedures, to become free from superstition.
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TABLE XIII

OBJECTIVES OF GENERAL EDUCATION BIOLOGY COURSE

Objective Number Percent

Factual information 46 63.89

Understanding laws, theories, and principles 58 80.56

Distinguish between fact and theory 37 51.39

Accurate observation 54 75.00

Understanding cause and effect 53 73.61

Form workable hypotheses 37 51.39

Willingness to change opinion 41 56.94

Freedom from superstition 26 36.11

Appreciation of scientific contribution 53 73.61

Appreciation of future development 42 58.33

Understanding scientists 48 66.67

Understanding scientific procedures 37 51.39

Others (ecological consideration, vocabulary
for modern participation) 9 12.50

Information pertaining to instructional and evaluative

procedures are given in Table XIV.

TABLE XIV

NUMBER AND PERCENT OF INSTITUTIONS RESPONDING TO QUESTIONS
ON TESTING AND GRADING IN GENERAL EDUCATION BIOLOGY

NumberlPercent

Short quizzes or tests:

Never used
Used less than once per week
Used more than once a week
Announced in advance
Used for evaluative purposes
Used for teaching purposes
Used for both teaching and evaluation

2
17
11
50
8
7

38

2.78
23.61
21.39
69.44
11.11
9.72

52.78
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TABLE XIV--Continued

Number Percent

Major tests were given:

Twice per term 14 21.21
More than twice per term 52 78.79

Type of major tests were:

Primarily objective 30 43.48
Primarily subjective 2 2.90
Combination of objective and subjective 37 53.62

Good tests were:

Frequently reused 50 79.37
Not reused 13 20.63

Weighting scores on tests, daily work,
laboratory for grading were:

Based on fixed formula 20 29.41
Based on flexible formula 35 51.47
Based on judgment of instructor 13 19.12

Grades for the course:

Adhere strictly to the normal curve 4 6.56
Are compared to the normal curve for

reference only departing from the
normal curve at the discretion of the
teacher 28 45.90

Are based upon an absolute scale of fixed
scores for each grade level 29 47.54

Major tests were:

Returned to student and not re-collected 51 73.91
Returned to student and re-collected 14 20.29
Not returned to student 4 5.80

The majority of the respondents gave short tests or

quizzes that were announced in advance. Fifty-three percent

of the respondents used tests for both teaching and evalua-

tion purposes. Major tests were given more than twice per

term and were a combination of objective and subjective type.
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The respondents frequently reused good tests and returned the

major tests to students and did not re-collect them. Most

of the respondents reported use of a flexible formula for

deriving scores on tests and other work, but grades were

based upon an absolute scale of fixed scores. Forty-six

percent of the respondents used a normal curve and teacher's

discretion for grading.

The amount of time allocated for various procedures in

teaching is given in Table XV.

TABLE XV

NUMBER OF INSTITUTIONS REPORTING CLASSROOM PROCEDURES
UTILIZED

Under 25% 25-50% 51-75% Over 75%

Lecture 5 29 21 9

Discussion 34 35 1

Recitation 32 5

Testing 57 6

Other (Laboratory) 18 17 1

The largest number of the respondents devoted between

25 and 50 percent of their teaching to lecturing. Only a

small number used less than 25 percent of their time lectur-

ing. Lecturing and discussion were the main classroom pro-

cedures utilized in the teaching of general education biology.

Most of the general education biology courses, the lecture,

and the laboratory, were scheduled separately.
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Titles of texts and supplemental materials used in the

teaching of general education biology are given in Table

XVI.

TABLE XVI

FREQUENCY OF REPORTED USE OF TEXTBOOKS AND SUPPLEMENTARY

MATERIALS

Text Publisher No %

Biology
Scientific American

Reprints
Biology Today
Elements of Biology
Biological Science

Contemporary Biology
Man and the Natural World
Essentials of Biology
Science of Biology
General Biology

Biology: An Appreciation
of Life

Readings in Biology
Botany
Integrated Principles of

Zoology
Concepts of Zoology

Principles of Biology
Foundations of Biology
Plants
Biological Principles

Processes
Introductory Biology

Basic Biology
Review of Biology
Life Science and Man
Life Science

and

Laboratory Outline in
Biology

Biology, The Behavioral
View

Biological Systems

Addison-Wesley Co.

W. H. Freeman Co.
CRM Books
W. W. Norton & Co.
W. W. Norton & Co.

W. B. Saunders Co.
McMillan Co.
Holt, Rinehart, Winston
McGraw-Hill Book Co.
C. V. Mosby Co.

CRM Books
Appleton-Century-Crofts
McMillan Co.

McGraw-Hill Book Co.
McMillan Co.

Harper & Row Co.
Prentice-Hall Inc.
John Wiley & Sons,

McMillan Co.
John Wiley & Sons,

Inc.

Inc.

C. V. Mosby Co.
Appleton-Century-Crofts
Holt, Rinehart, Winston
McMillan Co.

W. H. Freeman Co.

Xerox Co.
W. B. Saunders

18

13
11
10
4

4
3
3
3
3

2
1
2

2
2

2
2
1

1
1

1
1
1
1

1

1
1

15.13

10.92
9.24
8.40
3.36

3.36
2.52
2.52
2.52
2.52

1.68
0.84
1.68

1.68
1.68

1.68
1.68
0.84

0.84
0.84

0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84

0.84

0.84
0.84
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TABLE XVI--Continued

Text Publisher No. %

Matter, Energy, and Life
Evolution of the Cell
Biology College Outline

Series

Textbook of Modern
Biology

Modern Biology
Elements of Zoology
Invertebrate Zoology
General Zoology

Zoology
Molecular Basis of Life
Chemical Basis of Life
Biology and Relation to

Man
Environmental Science

Living Systems
Man and the Biological

World
Invitations to Biology
Biology: The Nature of

Life
A Biology of Human

Concern

A Course in Biology
Biology: Observation

and Concept
The Physical Sciences
The Biotic World and Man
Investigation of Cells

and Organisms

McGraw-Hill Co.
C. V. Mosby Co.

W. H. Brown Co.

Holt, Rinehart, Winston
Holt, Rinehart, Winston
McGraw-Hill Co.
W. B. Saunders Co.
McGraw-Hill Book Co.

W. H. Brown Co.
W. H. Freeman Co.
W. H. Freeman Co.

W. W. Norton Co.
W. B. Saunders Co.

Canfield Press

Houghton Mifflin Co.
Worth Publishers, Inc.

Allyn & Bacon

W. W. Norton & Co.

Canfield Press

McMillan Co.
Prentice-Hall, Inc.
Prentice-Hall, Inc.

Prentice-Hall, Inc.

1
1

1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1
1
1

1

0.84
0.84

0.84

0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84

0.84
0.84
0.84

0.84
0.84

0.84

0.84
0.84

0.84

0.84

0.84

0.84
0.84
0.84

0.84

The most frequently used text was entitled Biology,

published by Addison-Wesley Company, which was used by 15

percent of the respondents. The most frequently used supple-

mental material was Scientific American Reprints, used by

11 percent of the respondents. The most frequently used
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texts, in descending order, were Biology, Biology Today, and

Elements of Biology. Most of the other texts and supplemental

materials were used by four respondent institutions or less.

The content of the majority of the texts and supplemental

materials were similar. The organization of most of the

content was very much alike. A few of the institutions used

materials prepared by their biology faculty as supplemental

materials, especially for laboratory work. A few of the

institutions wrote their own laboratory manuals relative to

their needs and desires.

A problem frequently pointed up by respondent institu-

tions was the lack of funds for the operation of general

biological science courses. The lack of funds encouraged

local institutions to revise, and select subject materials

which could be studied with the minimum equipment. This

was one of the main reasons for institutions writing

laboratory manuals and preparing supplemental materials.

Many respondents felt that the teaching loads and other

assignments required of teachers made it difficult to find

time to prepare laboratory exercises and other supplemental

materials for their students.

Instructional Personnel, Qualifications,
and Opinions

Instructional personnel play a very important role in

determining the success of the biological science course in

general education. Qualifications with respect to experience,
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academic background, and interest are the main essentials of

a good instructional staff.

Special problems mentioned by some of the respondents

are given in Table XVII.

TABLE XVII

SPECIAL PROBLEMS PERTAINING TO GENERAL EDUCATION BIOLOGY
IN SOME OF THE RESPONDING INSTITUTIONS

Number of
Institutions

Reporting %

Classes too large 5 6.95

Lack of faculty cooperation 2 2.78

Lack of laboratory assistants 2 2.78

Too much difference of opinion among
instructors 2 2.78

Difficulty in covering the required con-
tent 1 1.39

Lack of audio-visual materials 1 1.39

Lack of facilities and equipment 3 4.17

Not enough teachers 3 4.17

Lack of funds 3 4.17

Lack of good objectives 1 1.39

Staff changes too much 1 1.39

Course is in a transitional state 1 1.39

Students have inadequate background 1 1.39

Inadequate space 1 1.39

Course requires too much time 2 2.78

Students have negative attitude about
course 1 1.39

Lack of proper coordination 1 1.39

Too many class sections per teacher 1 1.39
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These special problems were reported by only a small

percentage of the institutions included in the study.

Opinions received from some of the respondents are

given in Table XVIII.

TABLE XVIII

OPINIONS OF RESPONDING INSTITUTIONS PERTAINING TO GENERAL
EDUCATION BIOLOGY COURSE

Number
Insti-
tutions %

Need funds for course enrichment 1 1.39

Course sequence should be emphasized 1 1.39

Course should be taught by persons with broad
biological background 1 1.39

Course should remain flexible in design 2 2.78

Course is continually changing 3 4.17

Course is not totally received by all faculty 1 1.39

Course lacks coherence 1 1.39

Good course for meeting basic needs of all
students 2 2.78

Audio-tutorial multi-media is very successful 2 2.78

There is a need for new approaches 1 1.39

Course designed to teach biological
principles 1 1.39

Size of laboratory classes should be smaller 1 1.39

Only a few respondents involved in the study gave their

opinion concerning general education biology. No more than

4 percent of the respondents registered the same opinion.

The largest number of respondents reporting was three for

any one opinion.
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The data in Table XIX consists of the number and

percentages of faculty with various degrees and ranks.

The majority of the teachers of general education

biology held the rank of "instructor," the master's degree,

and full-time status. Eighty-five percent of the professors

who held the doctoral degree were full-time faculty members.

The few part-time faculty members were those employed by

junior colleges. There were no faculty members with the

baccalaureate degree holding the rank of professor. The

faculty members with the rank of professor and the master's

degree had many years of teaching experience. Some faculty

members were advanced to various ranks before heavy emphasis

was placed on the terminal degree as a requirement for

promotion to professor in many of the responding institu-

tions. The state department of education in many states,

and the accreditation agencies, strongly emphasize degrees

with respect to promotion in rank.

The instructional personnel had varied educational

backgrounds. The information in Table XX reveals the

number and percentage of the faculty with various fields of

specialization.

The majority of the faculty of general education

biology reported specialization in zoology or biology

education.
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TABLE XX

FIELDS OF SPECIALIZATION OF INSTRUCTIONAL PERSONNEL AND THE

NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF GENERAL EDUCATION BIOLOGY

TEACHERS IN EACH FIELD OF SPECIALIZATION

Number Percent

Zoology 129 24.18

Biology Education 110 20.59

Botany 66 12.42

Other (general biology) 63 11.76

Science Education 52 9.80

General Education 49 9.15

Chemistry 38 7.19

Physics 21 3.92

Agriculture 5 0.98

Table XXI presents a summary of student and teacher

contact and the teaching experience of the faculty of the

general education biology program.

According to completed questionnaires, class schedules,

and interviews, most of the teachers who taught the general

education biology also taught other biology courses. It was

emphasized that a strong effort was made to have the same

teachers teach the same students in the lecture, laboratory,

discussion, or recitation phases of the course, if possible.

Professional experience of the faculty varied from

teaching experience on the elementary school level through

the university level. Tenure at their present institution

of employment was longer than at other institutions of higher

learning where previously employed.
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TABLE XXI

STUDENT-TEACHER CONTACT AND PROFESSIONAL TEACHING
EXPERIENCE OF FACULTY

Item Number

Average number of teachers on staff employed
specifically to teach the course . . . . . . . . . 3.05

Average number of biology teachers the student
comes in contact with during the tenure of
the course . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.94

Number of institutions which held regular staff
meetings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 338.00

Professional experience:

Average number of years taught at present
institution . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.40

Average number of years taught in elementary

or junior high school . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.77

Average number of years taught in high school . 4.35

Average number of years taught in other
institutions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.74

There was an average of three teachers employed specifi-

cally to teach the general education biology course or courses

at the responding institutions. The students came in contact

with an average of four teachers during their tenure in the

course.

In more than half of the institutions where more than

one teacher was involved in teaching the biological science

course or courses, regular staff meetings were held. Accord-

ing to interviews with biology faculty members the purposes

of these meetings were to make sure that the lecture and

laboratory were properly coordinated, to make sure that too
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little nor too much emphasis was placed on a particular

topic, and to keep the faculty abreast of current problems.

In most of the responding institutions there was a coor-

dinator of the general biology education course or courses.

Ten institutions had separate coordinators for the lecture

and laboratory sections. This position was usually for an

academic school year. The coordinator was usually appointed

by the chairman of the department. The coordinator's teach-

ing load was reduced by two to four contact hours.

The current and anticipated trends of general education

biology are given in Table XXII.

The major current trends, those that are practiced

today, in the teaching of general education biology were

identified as closer integration of physical and biological

sciences, emphasis on the understanding of broad biological

principles, more individual laboratory work, and less

emphasis on the acquisition of facts. The current trend

which received the greatest response was "more emphasis on

the understanding of broad biological principles." Five

current trends received very few responses: smaller enroll-

ment in general education biology courses, less student

participation in the selection of course content, more

segregation of physical and biological science, more acquisi-

tion of facts, and less individual laboratory work.

The major anticipated future trends in the teaching of

general education biology were identified as larger
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TABLE XXII

CURRENT AND ANTICIPATED TRENDS IN GENERAL EDUCATION
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE

Current Anticipated

No. % No. I

Closer integration of physical and
biological sciences

More segregation of physical and
biological sciences

Fewer topics, more intensity

More topics, less intensity

More emphasis on acquisition of facts

Less emphasis on acquisition of facts

More emphasis on understanding of
broad biological principles

Less individual laboratory work

More individual laboratory work

More use of instructor or group
demonstrations

More use of audio-visual aids

More available audio-visual aids

More student participation in the
selection of course content

Less student participation in the
selection of course content

Alteration of traditional course

Larger enrollment in general
education science courses

Smaller enrollment in general
education science courses

34

6

14

16

7

23

41

7

28

13

24

13

11

5

19

11

4

47.22120

8.33

19.44

22.22

9.72

31.94

56.94

9.72

38.88

18.05

33.33

18.06

15.28

6.94

25.39

15.28

5.55

14

15

13

7

16

25

8

19

16

35

22

35

4

27

32

13

27.78

19.44

20.83

18.05

9.72

22.22

34.73

11.11

26.39

22.22

48.75

30.56

48.75

5.55

37.50

44.44

18.06

enrollment in general education biology courses, more student

participation in the selection of course content, alteration

of the traditional general education biology course, and
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more use of audio-visual aids. The anticipated trends of

general educational biology that received the greatest

responses were more use of audio-visual aids and more

students' participation in the selection of general educa-

tion biology course content. Three trends received the

least responses: less student participation in the selec-

tion of course content, more emphasis on the acquisition of

facts, and less individual laboratory work.

The responding institutions represented the thinking

on trends, both current and anticipated, of black institu-

tions of higher learning involved in this study. This was

verified by literature received from these institutions and

from visits with ten teachers of such courses. According to

the majority of the institutions, this was the only course

in biology taken by many of the students during their

academic tenure at the responding institutions. With this

in mind, the teachers were interested in making the course

as meaningful as possible for these students. One of the

major dangers pointed up in interviews was trying to cover

too much content during the alloted time for the course.

The major reason for this hazard was that "the teacher

wanted to expose the students to as much biology as possible

during the tenure of the course, unintentionally forgetting

about the students' backgrounds and interests." The other

major danger was that "many teachers had a tendency to teach

their specialty without regard to what was supposed to be
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taught in the course." One reason given for teachers putting

too much emphasis on their fields of concentration was due

to lack of knowledge about the broad field of biology. Many

teachers were teaching as they were taught in undergraduate

and graduate school. In most cases this was undesirable for

the teaching of a general education biology course. This

made teaching and coordination of the course very difficult.

It was said by several department heads and teachers of

general education biology that the previous training of many

of the teachers tended to prevent them from accepting current

and anticipated trends related to general biology. Many of

the teachers were only well acquainted with their field of

specialization. They seemed to forget that the general

education biology course was not a specialty course and

that many areas of biology were to be emphasized. Many

faculty members were using the same teaching techniques they

had used in the past. They were more interested in the

acquisition of facts than in broad coverage. It was believed

by fifteen of twenty teachers interviewed that more biology

teachers now keep abreast of current and anticipated trends

than kept abreast of those in the past. It was pointed up

by those interviewed that students were no longer interested

in the traditional biology course which was centered around

the memorization of facts.
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Course Content

Respondents reported that time and effort were essen-

tial in the preparation of a course outline and/or syllabus

for the biological science course in general education.

Topics to be considered varied in emphasis because of the

time needed to teach and prepare lessons, the background,

and the interest of faculty and students. It was revealed

in several interviews that the emphasis placed on many

topics depended upon the teacher's field of specialization.

For example, if a teacher had a major in zoology, he tended

to emphasize those topics of a zoological nature. This was

not ideal for a general education biology course. Many of

the teachers interviewed preferred a teacher with a broad

background in biology. There was little need for specialists

in such a course unless they had a broad background in

biology and had the desire to make the necessary adjust-

ments needed to teach such a course.

The amount of emphasis placed on the various topics

taught in the general education biology course is given in

Table XXIII. The degree of emphasis placed on each topic

varied from slight to major. The number of respondents

replying to each topic indicated is given under each category

of emphasis.

The topics emphasized the most were reproduction,

respiration, cells and tissues, and ecology. Topics of the

greatest moderate emphasis were hormonal control, arthropoda,
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TABLE XXIII

NUMBER OF INSTITUTIONS GIVING MAJOR, MODERATE, OR SLIGHT

EMPHASIS TO TOPICS IN GENERAL EDUCATION BIOLOGY

Topics Major Moderate Slight

Reproduction 51 12 3
Respiration 46 20 1
Cells and tissue 45 11 13
Ecology 42 16 9
Development 41 20 5

Chemical basis of life 41 26 3
Biology as a science 39 21 5
Mitosis and meiosis 38 25 3
Digestion and nutrition 37 27 3
Blood and circulation 36 29 3

Excretion 31 30 4
Evolution 30 21 13
Conservation 29 19 13
Muscular system 26 23 14
Photosynthesis 25 22 23

Skeletal system 23 29 14
Nervous control 23 32 10
Hormonal control 22 35 9
Chordata 15 32 16
Bacteria and viruses 11 17 28

Protozoa 9 34 23
Coelenterata 7 22 35
Platyhelminthes 7 32 23
Aschelminthes 7 33 26
Annelida 7 27 33

Arthropoda 7 34 26
Mollusca 7 25 32
Echinodermata 7 21 33
Other 7 2 4
Algae and fungi 7 20 33

Mosses and liverworts 5 14 34
Porifera 6 19 40

protozoa, and aschelminthes. The topics emphasized least

were porifera, coelenterata, and mosses and liverworts.
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The number of institutions devoting various percentages

of the general education biology course content to botany,

zoology, social biology, and other areas is given in Table

XXIV.

TABLE XXIV

NUMBER OF INSTITUTIONS REPORTING THE PERCENTAGE OF COURSE
CONTENT DEVOTED TO BROAD AREAS

Under
Content 10% 10-20% 21-40% 41-80% 81-100%

Botany 3 4 56 9

Zoology 1 22 41 2

Social Biology 41 25 3

Other 1 13 16 2

Approximately half of the responding institutions re-

ported that about half of the course content was zoology or

botany. Social biology was only a minor part of the course

content of the general education biology course offered by

the responding institutions.

An Examination of the Individual
Research Hypotheses

The hypotheses of this study were compared to the

hypotheses of a study made in 1967. The purposes of the

comparison were (1) to see if there was a change of emphasis

in biological science in general education at black institu-

tions of higher learning in 1973, as compared to that in

1967, and (2) to report these changes if they occurred.
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Percentages were used in many instances in reporting

data, since the number of institutions in the study of 1967

and the study of 1973 was different.

Hypothesis I

According to research Hypothesis I, (A) there will have

been a significant decrease in the institutions' enrollment

by category in 1973, as compared to 1967, in black institu-

tions of higher learning; (B) there will have been a signifi-

cant increase in course contact hours in 1973; (C) there

will have been a significant decrease in class size in 1973;

(D) there will have been a significant decrease in teacher's

load in 1973; (E) there will have been a significant increase

in the number of institutions offering biology courses in

general education in 1973; (F) there will be significantly

more courses offered in general education biology in 1973

than in 1967. The hypotheses were tested in the null form.

According to Hypothesis I(A), the enrollment by cate-

gory in 1973 would be less than that in 1967. Information

relative to enrollment can be found in Table XXV.

An examination of Table XXV will show that there were

no significant differences in the enrollment by categories

of under 600, 600-1000, and 5001-up in 1967 and 1973. The

null hypotheses was retained and the research hypothesis

that the enrollment category would be less in 1973 than in

1967 was rejected. With reference to category 1001-5000,
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TABLE XXV

NUMBER, PERCENTAGE, t, AND LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE FOR
ENROLLMENT BY CATEGORY IN 1967 AND 1973

1967 1973

Enrollment No. of In- No. of In-
Size Category stitutions % stitutions % t L.S.*

Under 600 5 10.41 8 11.11 -1.98 N.S.**

600-1000 20 41.66 13 18.06 1.52 N.S.

1001-5000 21 43.75 43 59.72 -5.22 < .01

5001-up 2 4.18 8 11.11 - .74 N.S.

Total 48 72

*Level of significance.

**Not significant.

the null hypothesis was rejected and the research hypothesis

that there would be a significant decrease in enrollment by

category was rejected.

According to Hypothesis I(B), there would be a signifi-

cant increase in the number of teachers employed specifically

to teach the general education biology course and in the

number of teachers involved in teaching the course. Infor-

mation pertaining to this hypothesis is given in Table XXVI.

An examination of Table XXVI will show that there was

no significant difference in the number of teachers employed

specifically to teach the general education biology course.

The null hypothesis was retained and the research hypothesis

that more teachers would be employed specifically to teach
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TABLE XXVI

MEAN, STANDARD DEVIATION, t, AND LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE FOR

TEACHERS EMPLOYED TO TEACH GENERAL EDUCATION BIOLOGY

1967 1973

M a M a t L.S.

Employed specifically to teach
the course 1.57 .90 3.05 3.11 -1.70 N.S.

Involved in teaching the
course 1.50 .65 2.84 3.69 -2.66 N.S.

the course was rejected. There was no significant difference

in the number of teachers involved in teaching the course.

The null hypothesis was retained and the research hypothesis

that more teachers would be involved in teaching the course

was rejected.

According to Hypothesis I(C), there would be a signifi-

cant decrease in the average class size in 1973. Informa-

tion relative to class size can be found in Table XXVII.

TABLE XXVII

MEAN, STANDARD DEVIATION, t, AND LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE FOR
CLASS SIZE IN 1967 AND 1973

1967 1973

M a M a t L.S.

Lecture 94.00 29.32 53.16 40.05 7.08 < .01

Discussion 45.00 17.60 31.10 20.68 1.26 N.S.

Laboratory 35.50 5.28 26.56 14.53 .78 N.S.
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An examination of Table XXVII will show that there was

a significant difference in the mean size of the lecture

classes. The null hypothesis was rejected and the research

hypothesis that there would be a significant decrease in

class size in 1973 was accepted. The research hypothesis

that there would be a significant decrease in the average

class size with respect to discussion classes was rejected..

The null hypothesis was retained and the research hypothesis

that there would be a significant decrease in the average

laboratory class size in 1973 was rejected. The increase in

the size of the standard deviations in 1973 reflected the

increase in the number of institutions involved in the study

in 1973.

According to Hypothesis I(D) there would be a signifi-

cant decrease in teacher's load in 1973, as compared to 1967.

Information relative to teacher's load can be found in

Table XXVIII.

An examination of Table XXVIII will show that a signifi-

cant difference does exist in the number of sections taught

by one teacher per week, average number of laboratory hours

taught per week by one teacher, average number of lecture

hours taught per week when more than one teacher was used,

average number of laboratory hours taught per week when more

than one teacher was used. The null hypothesis was rejected

and the research hypothesis that there would be a significant

decrease in teacher's load in 1973, as compared to 1967, was
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TABLE XXVIII

MEAN, STANDARD DEVIATION, t, AND LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE FOR

TEACHER'S LOAD IN 1967 AND 1973

1967 1973

Teacher's Load M a M a t L.S.

Average number of sections
taught by one teacher
per week 2.00 .77 2.47 2.33 -3.40 < .05

Average number of lecture
hours taught per week
by one teacher 3.00 1.67 2.98 1.28 .63 N.S.

Average number of
laboratory hours taught
per week by one teacher 2.00 1.41 2.80 2.80 -2.04 < .05

Average number of other
class hours per week
taught by one teacher 7.00 3.16 5.92 4.20 1.20 N.S.

Average total credit hours
per course per teacher
per week 4.00 0.70 4.19 1.75 - .22 N.S.

Average number of lecture
hours taught per week
when more than one
teacher was used 16.00 2.32 7.22 2.99 4.16 < .05

Average number of
laboratory hours taught
per week when more than
one teacher was used 10.00 3.42 5.53 2.98 3.89 < .05

rejected with respect to the average number of sections

taught by one teacher per week and the average number of

laboratory hours taught per week by one teacher. The null

hypothesis was rejected and the research hypothesis that

there would be a significant decrease in teacher's load in

1973, as compared to 1967, was accepted with respect to the
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average number of lecture hours taught per week when more

than one teacher was used and the average number of

laboratory hours taught per week when more than one teacher

was used.

According to Hypothesis I(E), more institutions would

offer general education bology courses in 1973 than in 1967.

Information relative to the number of institutions offering

courses in biological science for general education can be

found in Table XXIX.

The z was used to test the data because a test of the

significance between two independent proportions was neces-

sary. The data are comprised of two independent samples.

The procedure used is analogous to that used in the t test

for the difference between means for independent samples.

The null hypothesis was assumed as with the t test.

An examination of Table XXIX will show that there was

no significant difference in the percentage of state and

private institutions offering courses in general education

biology in 1967 and 1973. The null hypothesis was retained

and the research hypothesis that more institutions would

offer general education biology courses in 1973 than in

1967 was rejected. For junior colleges the null hypothesis

was rejected and the research hypothesis that more institu-

tions would offer general education biology courses was

accepted. In the case of four-year institutions, the null

hypothesis was rejected and the research hypothesis that
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TABLE XXIX

NUMBER, PERCENTAGE, z, AND LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE OF
INSTITUTIONS OFFERING BIOLOGY COURSES IN GENERAL

EDUCATION IN 1967 AND 1973

1967 1973

Institution Type Number Percent Number Percent z L.S.

State 29 60.42 40 55.56 .48 N.S.

Private 19 39.58 32 44.44 - .49 N.S.

Total 48 72

Junior 2 4.17 13 18.06 -2.30 < .01

Four-year 44 91.66 49 68.05 3.12 < .05

University 2 4.17 10 13.89 -1.81 N.S.

Total 48 72

more institutions would offer courses in general education

biology was also rejected. For universities the null

hypothesis was retained and the research hypothesis that

more institutions would offer general education biology

courses in 1973 was rejected.

According to Hypothesis I(F), more general education

biology courses would be offered per institution in 1973

than in 1967. Information relative to this hypothesis can

be found in Table XXX.

There has been an increase in the number and variety

of courses offered in general education biology in 1973.

The majority of the courses in 1967 and 1973 were entitled

"General Biology," followed by "Biological Science," and
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TABLE XXX

NUMBER, PERCENTAGE, z, AND LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE OF THE
TITLES OF COURSES OFFERED IN GENERAL EDUCATION

BIOLOGY IN 1967 AND 1973

1967 1973

Title of Course No. % No. % z L.S.

General Biology 15 31.25 27 35.53 - .62 N.S.

Biology 8 16.66 15 19.74 .45 N.S.

Biological Science 13 27.68 12 15.79 1.47 N.S.

Life Science 6 12.50 8 6.58 .37 N.S.

Natural Science 6 6.25 4 5.26 1.49 N.S.

General Zoology 1 2.08 3 3.95 -0.68 N.S.

General Botany 1 2.08 3 3.95 -0.68 N.S.

Survey of Biological Science 1 2.08 2 2.64 -0.412 N.S.

Microbiology 1 1.32 -0.58 N.S.

Integrated Basic Science 1 1.32 -0.58 N.S.

Fundamental Biology 1 1.32 -0.58 N.S.

Foundations of Biology 1 1.32 -0.58 N.S.

Theories and Applications of
Biological Sciences 1 1.32 -0.58 N.S.

Total 51 79

"Biology." An examination of Table XXX will show that there

was no significant difference in the percentage of institu-

tions which offered the general education biology course in

1967 and 1973. The null hypothesis was retained and the

research hypothesis that there would be more courses offered

in general education biology per institution in 1973 than in

1967 was rejected.
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Hypothesis II

According to Hypothesis II, a significantly larger

percentage of the teachers at black institutions of higher

learning will report that (A) methods of presenting subject

matter will include more written and/or oral reports and

special problems, (B) laboratory work will be stressed more

as an integral part of the general education biology course,

(C) separate credit will be given for laboratory work,

(D) more varied instructional materials will be used, and

(E) more field trips will be used. Information relative to

this hypothesis is found in Table XXXI.

TABLE XXXI

NUMBER, PERCENTAGE, z, AND LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE FOR
INSTITUTIONS USING VARIOUS INSTRUCTIONAL

PROCEDURES AND POLICIES IN 1967
AND 1973

1967 1973

Instructional Procedures No. % No. % z L.S.

Written and/or oral reports
and special problems 33 68.75 69 95.83 4.16 < .05

Laboratory as an integral
part of the course 32 66.66 53 73.61 -.85 N.S.

Separate credit for
laboratory work 0 0 0 0

Instructional materials used 18 37.50 24 33.33 .52 N.S.

Field trips used 29 60.42 43 59.72 .11 N.S.
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An examination of Table XXXI will show that there was a

significant difference in the number and percentage of insti-

tutions in 1967 and 1973 that required written and/or oral

reports and special problems in their general education

biology course or courses.

The null hypothesis was rejected and the research

hypothesis that methods of presenting subject matter will

include more written and/or oral reports and special prob-

lems was accepted. The null hypothesis pertaining to the

laboratory as an integral part of the general biology

course was retained and the research hypothesis was rejected.

The null hypothesis was retained and the research hypothesis

that separate credit be given for laboratory work was

rejected. No respondents in 1967 nor in 1973 indicated

separate credit for laboratory. The null hypothesis dealing

with instructional materials was retained and the research

hypothesis that more instructional material would be used

was rejected. The null hypothesis pertaining to field

trip use was retained and the research hypothesis that more

field trips would be used was rejected. The number of

field trips varied from one to three during the term of the

course.

Hypothesis 111(A)

According to research Hypothesis III(A), teachers of

biological science will have more fields of specialization
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in biology in 1973 than in 1967. Information relative to

fields of specialization of teachers of general education

biology in 1967 and 1973 can be found in Table XXXII.

TABLE XXXII

NUMBER, PERCENTAGE, z, AND LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE
OF SPECIALIZATION OF INSTRUCTIONAL PERSONNEL

AND 1973

FOR FIELDS
IN 1967

1967 (N = 157) 1973 (N = 306)

Fields Number Percent Number Percent z L.S.

Botany 39 24.84 38 13.42 3.53 < .01

Zoology 40 25.47 74 24.18 .24 N.S.

Chemistry 22 7.19 -3.27 < .01

Science Education 31 19.75 30 9.80 3.03 < .01

Biology Education 63 20.59 .09 N.S.

General Education 28 9.15 -1.56 N.S.

Physics 12 3.92 -2.40 < .05

Agriculture 3 0.98 -1.27 N.S.

Other 20 12.74 36 11.76 .31 N.S.

Human Biology 27 17.20 7.40 < .01

An examination of Table XXXII will show that there was

a significant difference in the percentage of the faculty

with botany, chemistry, science education, physics, and

human biology as fields of specialization. There were five

fields of specialization in 1967 and nine in 1973. There

was a decrease in 1973 in four of the five common fields of

specialization in 1967.
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For botany, science education, and human biology, the

null hypothesis was rejected, and the research hypothesis

that teachers will have more fields of specialization in

biology in 1973 than in 1967 was also rejected. For

chemistry and physics, the null hypothesis was rejected and

the research hypothesis that more teachers of biological

science will have more fields of specialization in biology

in 1973, as compared to 1967, was accepted. Zoology,

biology education, general education, agriculture, and

other: The null hypothesis was retained; the research

hypothesis that teachers of biological science will have

more fields of specialization in biology in 1973 than in

1967 was rejected.

Hypothesis III(B)

According to Hypothesis III(B), more teachers of general

education biology will have advanced degrees in biological

science than in 1967. Information relative to advanced

degrees can be found in Table XXXIII.

TABLE XXXIII

NUMBER, PERCENTAGE, z, AND LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE FOR
ADVANCED DEGREES IN BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE IN 1967

AND 1973

1967 1973

Degree Number Percent Number Percent z L.S.

Doctorate 40 30.77 169 38.32 1.50 N.S.

Master's 90 69.23 272 61.68 1.54 N.S.
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An examination of Table XXXIII will show that there was

no significant difference in the percentage of the faculty

with advanced degrees in biological science in 1973 as

compared to 1967. The null hypothesis was retained and the

research hypothesis that there would be more teachers of

general education biology with advanced degrees in biologi-

cal science in 1973 than in 1967 was rejected.

Hypothesis III(C)

According to Hypothesis III(C), more teachers will be

involved in the teaching of general education biological

science courses in 1973 than in 1967. Information pertain-

ing to the teaching of general biology education courses

can be found in Table XXXIV.

TABLE XXXIV

NUMBER OF INSTITUTIONS, PERCENTAGE, z, AND LEVEL OF
SIGNIFICANCE OF TEACHERS INVOLVED IN THE TEACHING

OF GENERAL EDUCATION BIOLOGY COURSES IN 1967
AND 1973

1967 1973

No. of In- No. of In-
Number of stitutions stitutions
Teachers Reporting % Reporting % z L.S.

One Teacher 31 64.58 12 16.67 4.95 < .01

Several
Teachers 18 37.50 54 75.00 -4.94 < .01
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An examination of Table XXXIV will show that there was

a significant difference in the number of teachers involved

in the teaching of general education biology in 1967 and in

1973. There was a significant decrease in the number of

institutions in which one teacher was responsible for the

course. There was a significant increase in the number of

institutions in which several teachers were responsible for

teaching the course. The null hypothesis was rejected and

the research hypothesis was accepted that more teachers will

be involved in the teaching of general education biology in

1973 than in 1967.

Hypothesis III(D)

According to Hypothesis III(D), there were more pro-

visions for individualized assistance in 1973 than in 1967.

Information relative to individualized assistance can be

found in Table XXXV.

An examination of Table XXXV indicates that there was

no significant difference in provisions for individualized

assistance in 1967 and in 1973. The two major types of

individualized assistance in 1967 and 1973 were individual

laboratory work and projects. Faculty members of five

institutions reported that individual laboratory work

involved the audio-tutorial approach. Audio-tutorial

instruction and guidance were provided. Students were given

the opportunity to advance at their own pace. Time was

alloted for individual assistance. Individualized work
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TABLE XXXV

NUMBER, PERCENTAGE, z, AND LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE FOR THE
NUMBER OF INSTITUTIONS WITH PROVISIONS FOR

INDIVIDUALIZED ASSISTANCE IN 1967
AND 1973

1967 1973

Type of No. of In- No. of In-
Individualized stitutions stitutions
Assistance Reporting % Reporting % z L.S.

Individual
Laboratory
Work 15 31.25 21 29.17 1.00 N.S.

Individual
Project 26 54.16 55 76.39 -1.00 N.S.

involved the use of study guides and demonstrations.

Laboratory assistants and tutors were provided to assist

students with laboratory assignments. Individual assistance

was provided for students with individual projects. In 1973,

ten institutions provided a tutorial session with a teacher

of general education biology in charge. One to two hours

per week of tutorial help was provided for all students who

were in need of individual attention. Students who were

having difficulty with their study of biology could make

themselves available and get whatever assistance was needed

to help them improve their study whether it pertained to

lecture or laboratory. This assistance was provided on a

voluntary basis. The null hypothesis was retained and the

research hypothesis that there would be more provisions for
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individualized assistance to students in 1973 than in 1967

was rejected.

Hypothesis 111(E)

According to Hypothesis III(E), the emphasis placed on

topics in general education biology in 1973 will be differ-

ent from the emphasis placed on topics in general education

biology in 1967. The information in Table XXXVI pertains to

emphasis placed on topics in general education biology in

1967 and in 1973.

An examination of Table XXXVI will show that there was

a significant difference in the emphasis given to the

topic "Platyhelminthes" in 1973. Overall there was no sig-

nificant difference in the topics given major emphasis in

1967 and in 1973. Therefore, the null hypothesis was re-

tained and the research hypothesis that topics given major

emphasis would be different in 1973 was rejected.

Hypothesis IV

According to research Hypothesis IV, a significantly

larger percentage of the teachers in 1973 would report that

more emphasis would be placed on cell, field, and social

biology. Information relative to emphasis placed on cell,

field, and social biology in the general education biology

course can be found in Table XXXVII.
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TABLE XXXVI

NUMBER, PERCENTAGE, z, AND LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE FOR
RESPONDENTS WHO INDICATED TOPICS THAT WERE GIVEN

MAJOR EMPHASIS IN 1967 AND 1973

1967 1973

Topics No. % No. % z L.S.

Biology as a science 30 62.50 39 54.16 .02 N.S.

Chemical basis of life 0 0.00 41 52.56 - .85 N.S.

Cells and tissues 29 60.42 45 62.50 .40 N.S.

Photosynthesis 13 27.08 25 34.72 .90 N.S.

Respiration 21 43.75 46 63.88 .90 N.S.

Blood and circulation 0 0.00 36 50.00 - .91 N.S.

Digestion and nutrition 25 52.08 37 51.39 .41 N.S.

Excretion 0 0.00 31 43.06 -1.00 N.S.

Mitosis and meiosis 32 66.67 38 52.50 .16 N.S.

Reproduction 35 72.96 51 70.85 .10 N.S.

Development 0 0.00 41 52.56 - .86 N.S.

Muscular System 0 0.00 26 36.11 -1.08 N.S.

Platyhelminthes 0 0.00 7 9.86 -2.22 < .05

Evolution 16 33.33 30 41.67 .79 N.S.

Ecology 18 37.50 42 58.33 .97 N.S.

Conservation 0 0.00 29 40.28 -1.02 N.S.

There was no significant difference in the percentage

of emphasis placed on cell and field biology in 1967 and

in 1973. The null hypothesis was retained and the research

hypothesis that a larger percentage of the teachers of

general education biology in 1973 than in 1967 will report

that more emphasis will be placed on cell and field biology

was rejected. There was little or no emphasis placed on
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TABLE XXXVII

THE z AND LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PERCENTAGE OF
EMPHASIS PLACED ON CELL, FIELD, AND SOCIAL
BIOLOGY IN THE GENERAL EDUCATION BIOLOGY

COURSE OR COURSES IN 1967 AND IN 1973

Percent of Emphasis

Areas 1967 1973 z L.S.

Cell Biology 11.15 22.15 .44 N.S.

Field Biology 21.50 37.39 1.15 N.S.

Social Biology 0.00 10.00 -4.01 .01

Total 32.65 69.54

social biology in 1967 as compared to 10 percent emphasis in

1973. The null hypothesis was rejected and the research

hypothesis that a significantly larger percentage of the

teachers will report that more emphasis would be placed on

social biology in 1973 than in 1967 was accepted.



CHAPTER IV

SUMMARY, FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, AND

RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary

The problem of this study was a comparison of biological

science in general education among black institutions of

higher learning in the United States in 1967 and 1973. The

purposes of this study were (1) to determine the emphasis of

biological science in general education at black institutions

of higher learning in 1973, (2) to report the findings

regarding biological science in general education in black

institutions of higher learning in 1967 and 1973, and (3) to

formulate recommendations for changes, if needed, in the

biological science programs for general education in black

institutions of higher learning. Research hypotheses were

formulated.

A questionnaire was developed to gather information

pertaining to general education biology programs at black

institutions of higher learning. The questionnaire was a

modification of the one used by Hamlett in his study in

1967. The questionnaire consisted of four major sections:

(1) enrollment and administration, (2) instructional policies

and procedures, (3) instructional personnel, qualifications,

and opinions, and (4) course content.
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Questionnaires were sent to 115 black institutions of

higher learning. These institutions were contacted by

follow-up letters, visits, and telephone calls until 60

percent of the institutions responded. In addition to the

questionnaire, catalogs and bulletins, interviews, college

texts, and class schedules were reviewed.

The data collected were presented in Chapter III.

Tables were utilized to report numbers, percentages, means,

standard deviations, t or z values, and levels of signifi-

cance. Brief explanations were given to aid in the under-

standing of the tables and to expand the information con-

tained in the tables. Statistical differences were reported

on each hypothesis and explanations were given.

Findings

An analysis of the data presented in this study reveals

the following major findings in comparing 1973 to 1967:

1. There was a significant increase in the percentage

of junior colleges offering courses in general education

biology.

2. There was a significant decrease in size of lecture

classes of general education biology.

3. There was a significant increase in the number of

laboratory sections of general education biology taught by

one teacher.
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4. There was a significant increase in the total 
number

of sections of general education biology taught by one

teacher.

5. When more than one teacher was used there 
was a

significant decrease in the number 
of class lecture hours

of general education biology taught 
per teacher per week.

6. When more than one teacher was used there was 
a

significant decrease in the number of 
laboratory hours of

general education biology taught per 
teacher per week.

7. There was a significant decrease in the percentage

of four-year black institutions of higher learning offering

general education biology.

8. There was a significant increase in the percentage

of black institutions of higher learning in the enrollment

category of 1001 to 5000.

9. Significantly more black institutions of higher

learning required written and/or oral reports and special

problems.

10. There was a significant decrease in the percentage

of general education biology teachers with botany, 
science

education, and human biology as fields of specialization.

11. There was a significant increase in the percentage

of general education biology teachers with chemistry 
and

physics as fields of specialization.
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12. There was a significant decrease in the number of

black institutions of higher learning in which only one

teacher taught general education biology.

13. There was a significant increase in the number of

black institutions of higher learning where several teachers

taught general education biology.

14. There was a significant increase in the amount of

emphasis placed on social biology in general education

biology courses.

Conclusions

The conclusions derived from this study represented or

reflected the black institutions of higher learning involved

in this study. Similar conclusions for other institutions

of higher learning cannot be inferred on the basis of this

study alone.

1. Black institutions of higher learning were generally

larger with respect to enrollment and faculty. The increase

in the size of the faculty was indicated by more teachers

involved in teaching general education biology lecture,

discussion, and laboratory classes.

2. There were few evidences of improvement in the

general education biology program such as major topics

emphasized, use of field trips, use of instructional

materials, making the laboratory an integral part of the

course, provisions for individualized assistance, and

emphasis on cell and field biology.
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3. There was evidence of improvement in the 
educa-

tional background of the general education biology faculty

as indicated by an increase in the number of 
teachers with

the doctoral degree, and an increase in the number of

teachers of general education biology with biology 
education

and other fields of specialization which provided 
a broad

background necessary for a general education 
biology course.

Recommendations for Future Research

The following is recommended for future research:

1. A comparative study of the general education

biology program of non-black institutions of higher 
learn-

ing should be made, the institutions involved 
would be

those of comparable size, type, and location. The differ-

ences and similarities of their programs could be indicated.

The information obtained could be used to indicate strengths

and weaknesses of the programs at these institutions.

2. It is recommended that student opinionnaires be

used in the evaluation of the general education biology

program. This might have some bearing on course objectives,

content, and improvements.

Recommendations for Change in

General Education Biology

It is believed that the following recommendations

would enhance the general education biology programs at the

black institutions of higher learning involved in the study:
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1. Based upon the findings in the literature 
reviewed

and the research findings indicated in this study, more

emphasis should be placed on social 
biology as a part of

the general education biology program. 
Only 10 percent of

the course content of general education biology 
was devoted

to social biology in 1973 as compared to none in 1967.

Schmidt, James, and Conley's study indicated that 97 percent

of the students involved in that study desired 
the inclusion

of social issues in the content of general education biology

courses.

2. Based upon information revealed in the study with

reference to objectives of general education biology, 
there

should be a shift in emphasis from the memorization of

factual information to the learning of strategies and tactics

of inquiry and experimentation. The majority of the black

institutions of higher learning in 1973 reported that the

acquisition of factual information was a major objective 
of

the general education biology course. In the review of

related literature, acquisition of inquiry skills and making

general biology more investigative should represent 
the

desired outcomes of such a course. The laboratory should

serve as a means of relating scientific concepts and inquiry

processes through observation and experimentation.

3. Literature reviewed and research findings pointed

up the need for more individual assistance. There was no

significant change in emphasis on individual assistance
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between 1967 and 1974. The review of related literature

revealed the need for more individual assistance by 
flexi-

bility of class schedules and more available aids. 
Smaller

classes reported in the study were conducive 
to more in-

dividualization of instruction.



APPENDIX A

**SURVEY OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE REQUIREMENT IN GENERAL

EDUCATION PROGRAMS OF BLACK INSTITUTIONS

Part I

Name of Institution
Location
Respondent

Position
Date

**Type of Institution (check
all that apply)

State Supported
Private (Church)
Municipal

**By which of the following
is your institution
accredited? (Check all
that apply)

Regional Association
(Southern, North
Central, etc.)

National Council for
Accreditation of
Teacher Education

**Level
Junior/Community College (2 Year)
College (4 Year)
University (Graduate Degree)

*1. Is a course in biological science acceptable in

general education at your institution? Yes No

*2. If the answer to the above question is Yes, is it a

requirement? Yes No

3.

**4.

Current enrollment in your institution_.

Title of course(s) in biological science required of
all students in general education.

**5. Department offering the course(s) in biological
science for general education.

*Added

**Reworded

94
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* 6. All science courses other than biological science

offered for general education in Fall, 1973:

Title Enrollment

7. THE FOLLOWING ITEMS PERTAIN ONLY TO BIOLOGICAL

SCIENCE IN GENERAL EDUCATION:

Duration and type of course Survey Other

1) Quarter

2) Quarters

3) Quarters
1) Semester
2) Semesters

8. Has a syllabus, course outline, or other descriptive

material been prepared? Yes No

a. The investigator desires a copy of course syllabi

and outlines. These materials are being sent
herewith. Yes No

9. Class Size (Fall, 1973) Smallest Largest

a. Number of students in lecture
class

b. Number of students in dis-
cussion or quiz group

c. Number of students in a
laboratory section

d. Number of students in each
laboratory team

Please place a check mark in the blank before the appropriate

statement in the following questions:

10. The biological science course offered for general edu-
cation has been in existence:

a. less than 5 years
b. between 5-10 years
c. more than 10 years

11. The course is:
a. separated into units
b. taught as an integrated science course

* c. other (list)

**12. The course is taught by:

a. one instructor
b. several instructors
c. team teaching

d. other (list)
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13. Credit for this course:
a. allowed for minimum science requirement for

science majors
b. allowed as an elective for nonscience majors

only
c. allowed as an elective for any student

d. required for graduation for nonscience majors

14. The following statements refer to teaching load.

Please fill in all possible blanks.

a. The instructor teaches sections of general

education biological science.
b. Each section consists of class hours per

week; laboratory hours per week; with a

total of credit hours.

c. The instructor also teaches class hours per
week.

d. The instructor supervises directly a total of

laboratory clock hours per week and is

responsible for additional laboratory clock

hours per week with students or other assistants.

e. If more than one teacher is used in the general

education biological science course, the average

teaching load is approximately class hours

per week and laboratory hours per week.

Part II

Instructional Procedures and Policies

Please check more than one answer if appropriate.

1. The basis upon which the subject matter for the
course is selected is:

a. the textbook

b. the instructor's opinion of student needs

c. student needs as determined from a special

study conducted for the purpose

2. The course is taught from:
a. one text only
b. one recommended text along with other

references
c. no one designated text but through reference

books and materials

3. What texts are used by students enrolled in the
course?

PublisherTitle Author
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4. What principal supplementary readings are assigned to

all students?

Title Author Publisher

** 5. The method of approach is essentially:
a. general survey
b. other

6. The basis for adoption of method checked in question
was:

a. administrative recommendation
b. instructor preference based upon personal

experience and research
c. other

7. If laboratory work is required for the course, it is
normally performed:

a. on an individual basis
b. by pairs of groups of students
c. as demonstrations by instructor or student

8. Laboratory work is:
a. not required
b. on a regular work schedule
c. provided as needed at the direction of the

instructor
d. provided as need arises through student

problems or initiative

9. If written or oral reports are used, they are based
upon:

a.
b.

c.
d.

a historical approach
current periodical material or science in
the news
either or both of the above topics
other

5

10. Please indicate type of audiovisual material used as
follows: triple check (A/) type used most frequently,
double check (/v') type used next most frequently, and
a single (/) others used less frequently.

a.
b.

c.

d.

e.
f.

g.
h.

sound motion pictures
silent motion pictures
film strips
slides
opaque projector
radio
television
other
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11. Audiovisual materials are not used, the principal
reason (s) are:

a. administrative disapproval
b. lack of funds
c. lack of time and facilities
d. materials not readily available
e. those available are of little value
f. other

12. Available materials from industrial firms:
a. is never used
b. is used regularly
c. is regarded of little value

13. Field trips: (If "b" is checked, please underline
frequency)

a. are never used
b. are used on an average of 1, 2, 3,

times per term

14. Individual or group projects:
a. are never used
b. are optional
c. are required

15. The following list of objectives was based primarily
upon those suggested by the 40th Yearbook Committee
of the N.S.S.E. Please place a check by those of
major importance.

a. the attainment of factual information
b. understanding of important scientific laws,

principles, and theories
c. ability to distinguish between fact and

theory
d. ability to make accurate observations
e. understanding of cause and effect relation-

ships
f. ability to form workable hypothesis
g. willingness to change opinion when justified

by ample evidence
h. freedom from superstition
i. appreciation of the contribution of science

to civilization
j. appreciation of the possible future develop-

ment of science
k. understanding of scientific procedures
1. understanding of what scientists are like
m. others

16. The following questions have reference to instruc-
tional and evaluative procedures. Please check more
than one answer when appropriate. Short quizzes or
tests: (If "b" is checked, please underline fre-
quency).
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a. are never used
** b. are used (less than once) per week

c. are announced in advance
d. are used for evaluative purposes only
e. are used for teaching devices only
f. are used for both teaching and evaluative

device

17. A major test is given:
a. once per term
b. twice per term
c. more than twice per term

18. Major tests:
a. are returned for student discussion and not

re-collected
b. are returned for student discussion and

re-collected
c. are not returned to students

19. Major tests:
a. are primarily objective
b. are primarily subjective
c. are a combination of objective and subjective

questions

20. When a good major test is developed:
a. it is frequently used with minor revisions
b. it is not reused

21. The weighting of scores on tests, daily work,
laboratory, for grading:

a. is based upon a fixed formula
b. is based upon a flexible formula
c. is based purely upon the judgment of the

instructor
* d. other

22. Grades for the course:
a. adhere strictly to the normal curve
b. are compared to the curve for reference only

departing from it at the discretion of the
instructor

c. are based upon an absolute scale of fixed
scores for each grade level

23. Please estimate the approximate percent of classroom
procedures:

a. lecture %
b. discussion %
c. recitation %

d. testing 0

e. other %
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Part III

Instructional Personnel, Qualifications, Opinions

Pro- Assoc. Asst. In- Teaching
fessor Prof. Prof. structor Assistant

1. Number of full
time faculty

2. Part time
faculty

3. Number who hold
the following
degrees in each
rank
a. Doctorate

b. Master's

c. Bacca-
laureate

4. How many instructors from each of specialization are

responsible for instruction in the course?

Botany_*Chemistry *Biology Educa-

Zoology Science Education tion
*Others_*Agriculture_*General

*PhysicsBiology

5. How many individuals currently on the staff have been

employed specifically for the purpose of teaching this
course?

6. What is the number of biology instructors with whom

the individual student comes in contact during the
course?

7. Are regular staff meetings held when more than one

teacher is responsible for instruction in the course?
Yes No

8. Please list the instructor's professional experience
as follows:
a. Years taught in this institution

Other colleges or universities
b. Years taught previously in elementary or junior

high school in high school .

9. From the following please double check (//) those

trends that have already developed in general biologi-

cal science courses, and a single check (/) for those

trends which you contemplate will occur in the near
future

a. closer integration of physical and biological
science

b. more segregation of physical and biological
sciences

c. a trend toward fewer topics, more intensity



d. a trend toward broad survey type, moretopics, less intensity
. more em sis on acquisition of factsf. less emphasis on acquisition 

. oe mhai of factsg.ioes ead cnponunderstanding broad prin-ciples andiconcepts

h. less individual laboratory worki. more individual laoaoywr
j. more use of instructor or gopdmntaink- more use of audiovisual aids demonstrations
1. marked improvement in available audiovisualaid materials
m. more student participation in selection ofcousecontent
n. less student participation in selection ofcouse ontent
o. alteration of traditional courses in aneffort to meet the needs of both the anand the general studenttransfer
p. larger enrollment percentage-

courses for general educationq. lower proportion of stud10. P r . o there sp t bto ent b ody enro llm entr. oher(list)
10.- Please use the space below to staenopinions you have concerning thecour:particular

11. Special problems associated with the course are:

Part IV
Course Content

1. Would you please indicate the approximaemphasis placed on the following topics in yourcourse: oigtpc nyu

..
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Topics

Biology as a science
*Chemical basis of life
*Energy Dynamics
Cells and Tissues

**Photosynthesis
Respiration

**Blood and Circulation
**Digestion and Nutrition
Excretion
Mitosis and Meiosis
Reproduction

**Development
**Hormonal control
**Nervous control
Skeletal system
Muscular system
Bacteria and viruses
Algae and fungi
Mosses and liverworts
Protozoa
Porifera
Coelenterata

**Platyhelminthes
**Aschelminthes
* *Anne lida
Arthropoda
Mollusca
E chinodermata

**Chordata
Evolution
Ecology
*Conservation

Other

Major

Emphasis

Moderate Slight

2. Indicate the percentage of the entire course content

contributed by each of the sciences listed below:

a. Botany %
b. Zoology %
*c. Other %

** 3. How much emphasis is placed on social biology?
a. less than 10% of the course
b. 10-20% of the course
c. 21-40% of the course
d. more than 90% of the course
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Omissions from the Instrument Used in Hamlett's Study

Part I

Enrollment and Administrative Organization

For what students, i.e., agriculture, engineering, pharmacy,

law, medicine, education, liberal arts, etc., is each course

a required subject? For what group or groups is each course

elective?

Please indicate major differences between your present 
course

and the biological science courses for general 
education.

Percent of men and women students in the total enrollment

in the course 1966-67.

Part II

Instructional Procedures and Policies

6. The basis for adoption of method checked in question 5

was:

b. Instructor preference based upon personal opinion

and study

Part III

Instructional Personnel, Qualifications, Opinions

6. c. Years in other types of employment (Please indicate

types)

Part IV

Course Content

1. Principles of Chemistry

stems and leaves flowers, fruits and seeds

chemical coordination the senses

breathing movement

covering and support microorganisms--organization,
growth, aging and death function

seedless vascular plants taxonomy

health and diseases the seed plants--gymnosperms

2. b. Human biology %

3. a. Are cultural factors emphasized? Explain.



APPENDIX B

Dear Sir:

I am interested in the biological science program for

general education at your institution.

I am a teacher of biology at Grambling State University and

am associated with the biological science program for

general education. I would like very much to know what

your program is like. The enclosed questionnaire, Form #1,

will give me much of the desired information.

Will you as department chairman please complete Form #1 
and

return it to me as soon as possible.

Sincerely,

Joseph W. Capers

JWC/sam
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APPENDIX C

Dear Sir:

I have not received the completed questionnaire from you

pertaining to your general biology course or courses. I

have sent you at least one questionnaire and have written

to you or your department or a biology faculty member 
but

no reply.

The information requested will be of tremendous help to us

because we are in the process of revising our general

biology course.

Please let me hear from you. If you need another question-

naire, I will be happy to send you one. We might can be of

service to you in the future.

Sincerely,

Joseph W. Capers

JWC/sam
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APPENDIX D

Dear Sir:

Please send me a copy of your most recent college or univer-

sity catalog. Also, I would like to receive a copy of your

class schedule used for registration because this will tell

me what biological science courses are offered and when.

I would like a schedule for the Fall term and the Spring

term if on semesters, and for each quarter if on the quarter

basis for the school year 1973-74.

My reason for wanting this information is that I am inter-

ested in looking at the general biological science courses

in the general education program. I am a member of the

curriculum committee here at Grambling State University,

and we are in the process of looking at our program. The

information requested from you would be of tremendous help

to me.

If you have other information that you think would be of

interest, please send it to me.

Please let me hear from you as soon as possible.

Sincerely,

Joseph W. Capers

JWC/sam
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APPENDIX E

INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER LEARNING INCLUDED IN THIS STUDY

*1. Alabama A & M College
Normal, Alabama

*2. Alabama State University
Montgomery, Alabama

*3. Albany State College
Albany, Georgia

*4, Alcorn State University
Lorman, Mississippi

*5. Bennett College
Greensboro, North Carolina

*6. Bethune-Cookman College
Daytona Beach, Florida

*7. Bishop College
Dallas, Texas

*8. Bluefield State College
Bluefield, West Virginia

9. Central Florida
Community College

Ocala, Florida

*10. Central State University
Wilberforce, Ohio

*11. Cheney State College
Cheney, Pennsylvania

*12. Claffin College
Orangeburg, South Carolina

13. Compton College
Compton, California

14. Daytona Beach Junior
College

Daytona Beach, Florida

*15. Delaware State College
Dover, Delaware

*16. Dillard University
New Orleans, Louisiana

17. Durham Technical
Institute

Durham, North Carolina

*18. Elizabeth City State
University

Elizabeth City, North
Carolina

*19. Fisk University
Nashville, Tennessee

*20. Florida A & M University
Tallahassee, Florida

21. Florida Memorial
College

Miami, Florida

*22. Fort Valley State
College

Fort Valley, Georgia

*23. Grambling State
University

Grambling, Louisiana

*24. Hampton Institute
Hampton, Virginia

25. Highland Park
Community College

Highland Park,
Michigan
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26. Huston-Tillotson College *42.
Austin, Texas

*27. Howard University 43.

Washington, D.C.

*28. Jackson State College *44.

Jackson, Mississippi

29. Jarvis Christian College
Hawkins, Texas

*45.

30. Kennedy-King City College
Chicago, Illinois

*46.

*31. Kentucky State University

Frankfort, Kentucky
47.

*32. Knoxville State
Knoxville, Tennessee

*48.

*33. Lane College
Jackson, Tennessee

*34. Langston University *49.

Langston, Oklahoma

*35. Lincoln University

Jefferson City, Missouri *50.

36. Lincoln University
Lincoln University,

Pennsylvania
51.

*37. Livingstone College
Salisbury, North Carolina

*52.

38. Malcolm X College
Chicago, Illinois

53.

39. Meridian Junior College
Meridian, Mississippi

*54.

40. Miles College
Birmingham, Alabama

41. Mississippi Valley State
University *55.

Itta Bena, Mississippi

Morgan State College
Baltimore, Maryland

Morristown College
Morristown, Tennessee

North Carolina A&T
State University

Greensboro, North
Carolina

Oakwood College
Huntsville, Alabama

Paine College
Augusta, Georgia

Paul Quinn College
Waco, Texas

Prairie View A&M
University

Prairie View, Texas

Saint Augustine's
College

Raleigh, North Carolina

Saint Petersburg
Junior College

Saint Petersburg,
Florida

Saints College
Lexington, Mississippi

Savannah State College
Savannah, Georgia

Selma University
Selma, Alabama

South Carolina State
College

Orangeburg, South
Carolina

Southern University
Baton Rouge, Louisiana
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56. Southern University 66. University of Maryland

New Orleans, Louisiana Eastern Shore
Princess Ann, Maryland

57. Southern University
Shreveport, Louisiana *67. Virginia State University

Petersburg, Virginia

58. Southwestern Christian
College *68. Virginia Union University

Terrell, Texas Richmond, Virginia

*59. Spelman College 69. Wayne County Community

Atlanta, Georgia College
Detroit, Michigan

*60. Stillman College
Tuscaloosa, Alabama *70. Wilberforce University

Wilberforce, Ohio

*61. Talladega College
Talladega, Alabama *71. Wiley College

Marshall, Texas

*62. Tennessee State

University *72. Winston-Salem State

Nashville, Tennessee University
Winston-Salem, North

63. Texas College Carolina

Tyler, Texas

*64. Texas Southern
University

Houston, Texas

*65. Tuskegee Institute
Tuskegee Institute, Alabama

*Black institutions of higher learning involved in both

studies, 1967 and 1973.
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